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Sea of change
Environmental concerns are changing the world and the world of
manufacturing. This year, it is the manufacture and use of plastic
products that has hit the headlines.
This plastic pollution has been a concern of environmentalists
for many years, given much original impetus by Charles Moore’s
August 1997 discovery of what became known as the Pacific
Garbage Patch – a reservoir for flotsam. But, most recently, people have been
galvanised by Sir David Attenborough’s Blue Plant II, while China’s ceasing
acceptance of 24 categories of solid waste has hit the headlines – half of the EU’s
collected and recycled plastic waste was exported, mainly to China. (But only 30%
of the 25 million tonnes of EU plastic waste was collected for recycling – as a
comparison, 75% of all the aluminium ever produced is still in use today.)
That action by China may be good news for the ocean. In 2016, Ocean
Conservancy claimed that China, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam
are spewing out as much as 60% of the plastic waste that enters the world’s seas.
But action in Europe is clearly not the answer alone to this problem, welcome
though recent announcements are. For example, on 10 January this year, Theresa
May declared war on plastic waste, offering a plan to protect the environment by
eliminating all avoidable plastic waste by 2042. And on 18 January, the EU unveiled
“The first-ever Europe-wide strategy on plastics”. Acknowledged in the strategy is
that plastic use is unlikely to abate. Said First Vice-President Frans Timmermans,
responsible for sustainable development: “The only long-term solution is to reduce
plastic waste by recycling and reusing more.”
Any knee-jerk reaction may sound good, but may not be wise, as the British
Plastics Federation said of food chain Iceland’s plastics avoidance packaging
initiative: “There is a risk that the weight of the packaging, carbon emissions, food
waste and the amount of energy to make that packaging will increase.” And it will
have no positive effect on the oceans, it added.
The EU strategy aims for a fourfold increase from 2015 levels in sorting and
recycling capacity by 2030 and seeks an EU-wide pledging campaign to ensure that
by 2025 10 million tonnes of recycled plastics finds its way into new products on
the EU market. Independently, global actor Coca-Cola Co has announced aggressive
targets, but is already active, as its 2016 substainablity claims, saying: “60% of
bottles and cans equivalent to what we introduced into the marketplace were
refilled or recovered and recycled with our support.” Driven by targets, legislation
and consumer mood, as with energy and electric vehicles, this latest concern will
likely be a driver for change and innovation in manufacturing, too. ■
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ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
Nikon Metrology’s coordinate
Olympic sailor Sir Ben Ainslie will
measuring machines (CMM)
officially open MACH 2018, which
business. Upon closing the
runs from 9–13 April at the NEC in
transaction, all CMM production,
Birmingham.
development, sales and service
Ainslie has a keen interest in
activities will be transferred.
manufacturing and the technology
behind it, with his British America’s
https://is.gd/kibune
Cup team, Land Rover BAR,
employing the latest manufacturing
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
processes in the creation of its
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
of
foiling race boat.
Sandvik welding operations. The
He says: “At Land Rover BAR, we
move includes production units in
bring together huge resources of
Scranton, Pennsylvania, and
technical, design and engineering
Sandviken, Sweden, the technical
knowledge to create something truly
sales and product management
British and unique. We invest in
organisation, as well as multi-year
technology and innovative skills to
strategic collaboration on R&D.
find solutions for long-term issues in
https://is.gd/tabalo
sustainability.
“I’m very much looking forward
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
to opening the MACH 2018
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
German laser
exhibition and seeing the latest
manufacturer Amphos. The move
innovations coming out of the UK’s
strengthens the Trumpf portfolio of
manufacturing technologies sector.”
laser products and technologies.
British engineering and sporting
2018. We know how much hard
Adds James Selka, chief
https://is.gd/iyevef
know-how. We are honoured to have
work and engineering excellence
executive of the Manufacturing
him opening the UK’s première
has been employed in the creation
Technologies Association, which
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
manufacturing and engineering
of the Land Rover BAR team. They
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ runs MACH: “We are delighted to
showcase.” https://is.gd/jutaga
are a fine example of world-class
welcome Sir Ben to open MACH
BTA Heller Incorporated, a US-based
manufacturer of deep hole tooling
and systems for primary hole
generation. The acquisition aims to
ﬁ The facility provides mechanical,
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
spectrographic and chemical testing
expand Sunnen’s honing expertise
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
that uses
and analysis, and will
to include tooling for initial hole
robotics to manipulate metallic
through the creation of
specialise in fast
creation. https://is.gd/coquzi
MindSphere World.
components is being tested at the
turnaround services for
MindSphere is
University of Sheffield’s Advanced
a wide range of
“the open,
Manufacturing Research Centre
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
businesses.
(AMRC). Canadian automation,
cloud-based
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
by
IoT operating
means of an asset deal. Data Vision machine vision and robotics
https://is.gd/fudele
system” from
solutions specialist AV&R is working
MD Harm Hanekamp says the
Siemens that
acquisition is the logical next step in with the AMRC to develop the new
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
system in a simulated industrial
lets users
serving the market segment.
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
connect
environment. https://is.gd/ovases
become the ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁin
https://is.gd/opadoz
machines and
the UK to offer US firm
physical infrastructure
Carbon’s proprietary Digital
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
to the digital world.
Light Synthesis (DLS) technology.
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
Work started on the former Ministry of Defence
Unlike conventional 3D printing
site in late 2016, with phase one work involving the creation of the
https://is.gd/sopeje
systems, Carbon’s DLS technology
customer and staff reception areas, administration and management
manages a liquid gradient using
offices, and the employee restaurant. Phase two, which commenced in
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ
light and oxygen to create robust
April 2017, will see the three super-hangars redeveloped into a state-ofﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
parts with mechanical properties
the-art manufacturing facility, with Aston Martin’s SUV due to start
portfolio by establishing a new
and surface finish that reﬂect
production in 2019. Aston Martin selected St Athan in 2016 from 20
UKAS-accredited materials testing
injection-moulded plastics.
global sites as its third manufacturing facility. https://is.gd/oniseb
facility at Willenhall in the West
Midlands (image, above).
https://is.gd/ohufuz
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Geo Kingsbury is establishing a
subsidiary in Dubai – Geo
Kingsbury Middle East LLC – to
service the Gulf Cooperation
Council region. Until now, the
agency agreements between Geo
Kingsbury and all of its machine
tool manufacturing principals
covered the UK and Ireland.

Product pick 10
Five-axis vice
Designed for use on 5-axis machining
centres, the Allmatic Telecentric 70 M
high pressure vice is now available in
the UK from Stocdon.
https://is.gd/zojaga

https://is.gd/xikiqu

Inserts for low power use
VERICUT software developer
CGTech is celebrating a 30-year
milestone. Managing director Tony
Shrewsbury says that CGTech may
have started 30 years ago, but
continues to come out with new
products while enhancing core
capabilities. https://is.gd/utemor
XYZ Machine Tools closed 2017 by
posting an increase in order intake
for the eight months from May to
December. XYZ’s UK order book
increased by more than 23% from
May to December 2017. Meanwhile,
orders from the rest of Europe grew
by 19%. https://is.gd/ebogef
SolidCAM UK is anticipating a
growth spurt when it opens its
Barnsley Technology Centre. The
move will bring the firm together in
one location so that customers can
see the full range of services and
meet all the team in a much bigger
environment. https://is.gd/wubeki

Walter GB has joined peer group
Made in the Midlands (MiM). The
Bromsgrove tooling expert says that
joining MiM is the latest strategic
step in its continuing progress in
the UK. https://is.gd/atiwax

AMXT inserts with a choice of seven
substrate grades and three chipbreaker
geometries have been developed by Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal to meet specific
demands where lower powered machines or less stable application conditions are
encountered. https://is.gd/qarugo

DMG Mori gantry-style machining centre
Renishaw plc has appointed a
new chief executive. William Lee
has taken on the role at the
metrology and healthcare
manufacturer from Sir David
McMurtry. https://is.gd/hozate
Tebis UK has appointed Alan
Gardner as area sales manager
(below). Gardner has over 25 years’
sales experience within CADCAM,
initially with Delcam and more
recently Autodesk. He joins the
sales team at Tebis, based in
Coventry, from February of this year.
https://is.gd/uvuhuj

Claimed to be universally applicable across the aerospace, mechanical engineering
and mould and die sectors, DMG Mori has released its DMU 340 Gantry machining
centre. https://is.gd/ohuqug

Heat-resistant alloy turning given a boost
The Tungaloy AH8000 Series demonstrates unsurpassed performance levels when
turning heat-resistant alloys. https://is.gd/otufux

Boring and contouring to within 1 micron
Mitsui Seiki’s PJ812 jig mill provides boring and contour machining, supported by
the company’s MAMS (Mitsui Accurate Milling Support) thermal monitoring system,
achieving accuracy and repeatability to within ±1 micron. https://is.gd/zipede

Mastercam gets cloud-connected to Widia tooling
CNC Software Inc, developer of Mastercam (4D Engineering), has collaborated with
Widia to enable CAM users to import tool assemblies from Widia Novo directly into
Mastercam 2018, validate them, then save them to their Mastercam file and/or
tool library. https://is.gd/ebuhil

Mazak VTC-760C features Siemens 828D
Geo Kingsbury is now offering
additive manufacturing solutions.
It follows the firm’s appointment as
exclusive distributor within the same
markets for AddUp Global Additive
Solutions, created on 1 April 2016
by two giants of French industry,
Michelin and the Fives industrial
engineering group, which jointly own
the company. https://is.gd/cedeli

Yamazaki Mazak’s latest machine to feature a Siemens CNC is its VTC-760C vertical
-spindle, travelling-column machining centre, which is controlled by the 828D.
https://is.gd/iyifex

CGTech Vericut V8.1.2

The automation of production is
accelerating around the world, says
the International Federation of
Robotics. Data shows that 74 robot
units per 10,000 employees is now
the new average of global robot
density in manufacturing industries,
compared to 66 units in 2015.

Master Fluid Solutions has
decided to expand its
sales team, following
booming business in
Europe. The first
appointment in this
new wave of
investment is Steve
Busby, who joins
the company’s
European team as
business development
manager in the UK.

https://is.gd/ozomor

https://is.gd/izabuk
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CGTech version 8.1.2 of its Vericut CNC machine simulation and optimisation
software boasts newly developed features and over 150 customer-driven
enhancements and software requests. https://is.gd/palicu

Sandvik Coromant gear milling software update
Sandvik Coromant has extended the functionality of its InvoMilling
software. The latest version of this CADCAM solution for NC
programming offers even more possibilities when manufacturing
gears. https://is.gd/bexaya

Seco drill offers 140% better tool life
A re-engineered drill range from Seco is said to increase tool life by
140% over the previous generation tool. https://is.gd/devobu
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Verdict Gauge - Established in 1938

RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.

HILTON ROAD, COBBS WOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ASHFORD, KENT TN23 1EW
Tel: Ashford (01233) 631554 Fax: (01233) 631888
Web: www.mjallen.co.uk E-mail: sales@mjallen.co.uk
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING COMPANIES GET TOGETHER

Additive Industries’ MetalFAB1 AM units
have two to four 420 by 420 by 400 mm build
envelopes for 20-100 micron layer builds

Metal AM ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
s, as various ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
of the more signiﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ

ﬁ

ast November, Additive Industries
and SMS group (www.sms-group.com)
agreed to develop and jointly market
a production system for metal additive
manufacturing (AM) on an industrial scale,
achieving serial production.
Industrial-scale, serial production of parts
of high reproducible quality by AM is possible
only if both crucial process stages are
closely aligned, the pair say. The production
concept will not just encompass powder
manufacturing and 3D printing but other
stages, too, right up to delivery of the
finished component. “The entire process is
designed for maximum productivity, with the
result that additive manufacturing can finally
enjoy competitive success in serial
production,” says Guido Kleinschmidt,
member of the managing board of SMS
group.
Additive Industries (https://
additiveindustries.com) was established in
2012 in the ‘Brainport Ecostructure’around
Eindhoven in The Netherlands, and claims to
be “the world’s first dedicated equipment
manufacturer for industrial metal additive
manufacturing systems”. And it has a “top 3
position ambition in industrial additive
manufacturing”. It has two subsidiary
locations in the USA and will open one in
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It recently announced that it would build an
Asia during this year, it says.
AM powder manufacturing plant at
The company’s MetalFAB1 AM units have
Mönchengladbach, Germany.
two to four 420 by 420 by 400 mm build
“The quality of the powder manufactured
envelopes for 20-100 micron layer builds and
have “10 times more flexibility, reproducibility is crucial for the quality of the finished
product. To enable us to make faster
and productivity than the average midrange
progress in powder production, we are
systems”. Stated maximum productivity with
building an industrial-scale
four lasers, dependent on
pilot system, which is
material, is 1,000 l/year.
scheduled to go live at the
The MetalFAB1 AM also
end of the year [2017],”
integrates post-process
said Markus Hüllen, vice
heat treatment in a fully
president 3D Competence
automatic cycle.
Centre at SMS group, last
The company supports
year.
its machines with Additive
SMS Group actually has
World Platform software,
decades of experience
which has CAD, CAM and
with atomised iron powder,
simulation (3DSim)
as used in the processes
capability, as well as
A part that has been
of spray compacting, hot
allowing for integration with
manufactured using
isostatic pressing and
ERP systems, for example.
MetalFAB1 tech
sintering. Its new AM powder
WEIGHTY CREDENTIALS
plant will draw on this. Says Norbert Gober,
SMS Group is massive, taking a group of
head of central development at SMS group:
companies internationally active in plant
“Thanks to our know-how in the design and
construction and mechanical engineering for
process engineering of vacuum melting
the steel and non-ferrous metals industry.
plants and due to the wealth of experience in
The Dusseldorf-headquartered group has
metallurgy, we already have the core
some 13,500 employees who generate
competences needed for the new process.
worldwide sales of more than €3 billion.
By building and operating the pilot plant, we
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING COMPANIES GET TOGETHER

ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
tailor-made conversion of this slab caster ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
will pool our technical and technological
knowledge and enhance it to the benefit of
our customers.”
Adds Hüllen: “Our pilot plant will provide
us the opportunity of investigating the
interaction of nozzle geometry, pressure, gas
jet, temperatures and many other factors, as
well as the behaviour of different metals
under real-life production conditions. We will
obtain a multitude of new metallurgical
findings, acquire know-how and optimise the
efficiency of such processes. To this end,
SMS group has established cooperation with
several research institutes and universities.”
SMS group simulations, too, will be used
to advance the atomising technology. Gober
again: “Simulations help cut development
periods substantially and indicate
optimisation potential in a very early stage.
But it is equally vital to verify and refine the
simulation models under real-life conditions.
Based on reliable models, we will be able in
the future to predict by computer calculation
options to increase yield, for example.”
Concludes Hüllen: “Our target is a highly
efficient facility. The pilot plant will support
our ambition to considerably minimise the
share of by-products, which are powder
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particles that are too small or too big [15 to
45 micron is the range for various AM
powders], and optimise powder quality, in
terms of grain shape, grain size distribution,
flowability and further properties.” Apart from
making powder, group company SMS Mevac
will market developed atomising plant.

DEMOCENTER INVESTMENT
The first visible sign of the collaboration
between Additive Industries and SMS Group
will be the Democenter, which is to be set up
at SMS’s facility in Mönchengladbach in the
next few months. Additive Industries will
supply a MetalFAB1 printer in which the
powder produced by the plant is processed,
and this will be installed right next to the
pilot unit to work in a fully integrated manner.
Says Gober: “This Democenter will allow us
to align the powder plant with its process
guidance system perfectly with the printer
and its parameters. We will then be able to
apply this practical experience on an
industrial scale and offer this as a turnkey
solution to high-end users.”
In fact, SMS Group as already used 3D
printing to support its own operations.
“We have established a group of experts who

have studied the multitude of possible
optimisations, and have already designed
concrete parts and manufactured them in
small series. The results are more than
promising,” Gober offers. One example is a
new sealing element for bright-steel drawing
mills. This element is monolithic and cannot
be assembled from many components, as
was usual in the past. It can be
manufactured in less time, substantially
shortening the replacement period at the
customer’s site and, last but not least,
increases the sealing effect.
Another example is the quick-action safety
valve for its plate stretchers. Gober again:
“Due to its light structure and flow-optimised
channels, the part reacts within milliseconds,
which is a crucial advantage in an
emergency.” And its innovative lightweight
design permits processes and cycles in other
plants to be accelerated or the required
rating and performance of hydraulic
equipment or motors to be reduced, which
helps save investment costs. The result is
an increase in energy efficiency paired with a
reduction in operating costs.
Also in Europe, and again in November,
SLM Solutions Group AG, a leading supplier
of metal-based additive manufacturing
technology, said it was concluding new
strategic partnerships to expand its activities
as a solution provider and so boost uptake
of, and allow series production that employs,
metal AM.
Cooperation agreements had been
concluded with Authentise Inc, USA, as well
as with Rosswag GmbH and Cronimet
Holding GmbH. Authentise provides software
solutions that enable the use of AM in
production environments. These solutions
include the ‘3Diax Modular Platform’ and the
Authentise ‘Manufacturing Execution System’
(MES). The MES uses data from AM
manufacturing machines to solve automation
challenges and makes complete automation
of order processing and tracking possible.
The modularly designed platform also
provides the flexibility to adapt such
automation simply to existing workflows and
integrate it into already existing IT systems.
Thanks to this collaboration, SLM Solutions
will enable its customers to exploit
production data in real time for the
automation of process flows.
Says Andre Wegner, Authentise CEO:
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GE Additive has acquired Belgium-based GeonX, a privately-owned developer of
simulation software that supports AM and other manufacturing processes
“This partnership with SLM is an important
step to completing the digital thread in AM.
The direct data access to SLM machines
that has now been enabled can be
combined with other functionalities of our
3Diax software modules to automate
manual tasks. It is possible, for example,
to automatically update an order status, or
generate documentation that enables
finished components to be traced back to
source. Our 3Diax platform utilises data in
the sense of a self-learning system. The
partnership also makes it easier to
integrate SLM machines into SLM
Solutions’ customers’ IT systems, and
facilitates the transparent analysis of
production data through the 3Diax Machine
Analytics module. The partnership with SLM
Solutions is so important because together
can we expand the use of AM machines in
series production.”
Rosswag and Cronimet are specialists in
dealing with metallic materials, super-alloys
and ferro-alloys. The objective of the
collaboration is the development,
production and distribution of special and
high performance alloys for use in AM.
The focus is especially on steel alloys to be
used for applications and workpieces in
high temperature environments. SLM
Solutions will handle sales of the developed
special and high performance alloys, which
will see SLM customers’ available material
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choices expand.
Moving away from powder/machine
combinations and in the UK, powder
manufacturing expert LPW (https://is.gd/
amolil) has teamed up Magnitude Innovations
to drive effective take up of metal AM in
manufacturing, also making the announcement
in November. Over the last five years, LPW has
significantly developed its capability to process
the full range of AM metal powders, including
aluminium, nickel, steel, cobalt, and titanium
alloys, all supplied to quality management
standards AS 9120, AS 9100 and ISO 13485
and dispatched within 24 hours of receipt of
order. LPW has also developed the PowderLife
range of powder management software,
sensors, and hoppers.
Magnitude Innovations develops and
supplies material process parameters
(MPPs). This, it says, supports customers in
a way that traditional AM stakeholders
cannot; by providing all the information
necessary to employ a material independent
of machine and powder suppliers, including
the specifications for the powder, machine,
and laser process parameters.
By training its customers, its adds that it
empowers them to apply their resources in
utilising the technology to the fullest. To go
even further, Magnitude Innovations provides
customers with training and continuous
application-specific support on the
parameters that they have received.

“Both organisations focus on AM and
understand the many issues facing
manufacturing as it scales up to full AM
production,” says Ben Ferrar, LPW’s chief
operating officer. “In partnership, LPW and
Magnitude will support their clients with
metal powders, design, process and
application support, helping manufacturers to
overcome production challenges throughout
the complete AM value chain. The projects
undertaken together will offer a tailored,
turnkey solution to the adoption of AM
technologies, supporting industrial
companies to utilise AM and broadening the
knowledge base of the AM sector.”
Matt Tusz, CEO and co-founder of
Magnitude, adds: “We are experienced in
process development, machine qualification
and calibration, and the optimisation of AM
parameters to reach the requirements within
highly regulated industries like aerospace
and energy. We’ve supported organisations
to bring critical applications into production,
established quality management systems,
and trained and educated teams to enable
the adoption of metal powder bed fusion.”
Finally, GE Additive continues its
acquisition trail, announcing in November
also its acquisition of Belgium-based GeonX,
a privately-owned developer of simulation
software. In addition to its $1.4 billion
investment made in AM machine makers
Concept Laser and Arcam, GE has also
invested approximately $1.5 billion in
manufacturing and additive technologies over
the past 10 years, it says.
GeonX provides software to simulate AM,
welding, machining and heat treatment
processes. Its simulation software tool,
Virfac (Virtual Factory), assesses products
prior to production, predicting defects,
distortions and stresses, and the impact
manufacturing has on a product’s durability.
This helps to reduce prototype numbers,
while improving the quality and lifetime of
manufactured products, minimising time to
market and development costs.
Incidentally, GE Additive last October
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
the UK’s GKN plc, Concept Laser and Arcam
AB to collaborate. This saw GKN becomes a
GE Additive development and production
centre, as well as a non-exclusive preferred
supplier of AM powder, while GE and its
affiliated companies will supply additive
machines and services to GKN. ■
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Main image: Integrex machines offer laser
powder metal deposition, while, inset, Mazak’s
wire-arc technology lays down material from wire
stock, allowing higher deposition rates

Hybrid developments
Andrew Allcock spoke to Martin Forrest, applications development
manager at Yamazaki Mazak, about the company’s offer in the hybrid
machine tool area, their application and current activity

W

hile powder-bed is the lead
manufacturing technology in metal
additive manufacturing (AM), the
hybrid machine tool – one that combines
subtractive cutting of metal with metal AM
– is a growing area, at least as far as the
number of machines available is concerned,
if not their application yet.
Mazak (https://is.gd/mibule) added to its
portfolio of hybrid machines and processes
recently, unveiling its Variaxis j-600AM wirearc machine to a European audience last
September at the EMO exhibition in
Germany, and to the UK specifically in
November (see Machinery, November 2017,
p16). This machine joined the existing three
powder/laser units that currently exist, the
Integrex i-200S AM (M-LMD), i-300AM (MLMD) and the i-400 (LMD) – M-LMD
(multi-laser metal deposition) units offer two
laser processes and LMD a single process.
The Integrex models are all 1.5 m bed
length, but larger is possible; 2.5 m has
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been quoted, says Forrest. In fact, the
Variaxis can also be fitted with powder
systems, too, he says, adding also that
“in theory, wire-arc could go on an Integrex”.

PROCESSES IN DETAIL
First, let’s look at the processes. Said to be
drawing the most amount of interest in
Europe, according to the applications
development manager, is laser metal
deposition using a single laser, where this
single central laser source (a choice
available to suit requirements) is used to
create a melt pool on a workpiece, into which
metal powder is blown/melted – a nozzle
combines both the laser head and the
powder dispenser, the latter surrounding the
central laser beam to dispense a ‘cone’ of
powder (different heads offered, depending
on programmed laser power and required
powder flow). This produces ‘medium rough’
surfaces most suited to near net shape part
production, but will also support coating for

sealing, coating with metallurgical bond and
repair/modification well.
Multi-laser metal deposition set-ups
employ six laser beams (100-600 W each)
set around a central powder dispensing bore.
This system better supports multi-axis
needs/complex parts, especially where the
laser head becomes horizontal, counteracting
the effects of gravity that would affect the
single laser example where powder might not
always hit the melt pool. Multi-laser also has
a reduced effect on the base metal, but a
lower build rate than LMD. Its strength is fine
modelling, with modification/repair and
metallurgical bond coating also suitable
applications, followed by coating as sealing,
then near net shape as least suitable.
Wire-arc uses solid weld filler wire and so
the number of materials available is greater,
and cheaper, with ‘active’ materials more
safely handled (aluminium and titanium
powder can be flammable, for example).
Having the highest material lay-down rate,
it produces a coarse surface. An aluminium
shape 50 mm high has been built
successfully, with its properties verified,
Forrest reveals. Near net shape and coating
for sealing purposes are its strengths,
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repair/modification comes next, then fine
modelling as the least suitable.
The subject component and requirement
will effectively point to one of the above
processes, with, in the case of LMD, laser
power related to what deposition rate is
required, and also what amount of heat the
host part can absorb without detriment
Powders that have been laid down so far
take in steel, stainless steel, Stellite, Inconel
and tungsten carbide nickel matrix, for
example (aluminium powder is also possible,
but the particle size must be controlled to
avoid flammability issues).
The Mazak hybrid team in Europe is
currently working on some very interesting
new enquiries. Example parts under
investigation include large engine valves
made of nimonic material and which currently
have features machined onto their shafts,
requiring the removal of much material by
milling. The building up via AM of these
features on an initially turned shaft and then
their milling is being investigated, reducing
lead time and material cost. This is the
fundamental ‘done in one’ aspect that hybrid
machines offer. And being able to add very
hard materials to softer base materials can
obviate the need for special, external
follow-on hardening processes, for example,
again shortening lead times and keeping
work in house. Additionally, the creation of
composite parts, putting demanding material
properties only where required, can provide
the basis for a new, improved standard of
part performance.
But, says Forrest: “When we are talking to
customers, the first question is ‘is it
feasible?’ We don’t do any testing, if we
think it’s not worth the investment or it is not
possible. We only get onto testing, if we are
sure it will work. For example, we can put
down titanium with wire-arc, but you need to
shield the process with argon and the
material may still be hot as the shield moves
on, leading to oxidisation. For smaller
amounts of material and areas, that issue
doesn’t arise.”
And when a component is taken further,
this will likely see a process development
period of at least six months to establish
method and parameters, and achieve a part
“without obvious errors”, he says. One
customer enquiry has been in development
for a year, for example, but parts must be
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sectioned, mounted and then inspected for
material properties for every process
iteration.
A complication sometimes is that
customers do not always know the
mechanical properties required; they only
know that what they do now works, Forrest
says. So, mechanical properties that are not
the same may still be fine, but testing is
required to prove that. This is the case in the
glass bottle mould industry, where tests are
being done on AM-generated wear features.
Another part is a machine component that is
basically a stainless steel shaft but has an
end ‘HIP’d’ (HIP=hot isostatic pressing) to
give a harder wearing feature. “What we can
do is turn bar-fed stock, add metal exactly
where required, finish machine it and that’s
it.” But as the existing parts are not allowed
to wear out, since they’re changed as part of
normal service, the company does not know
what is required and will have to undertake
lifetime tests of the new component.

REPAIR MARKET POTENTIAL
Repair is a major market, much of whic is
currently undertaken manually, with high
value automotive engine castings and downhole oil and gas industry parts current Mazak
interest areas. The latter is currently a
Norway-located project, in fact, but Forrest
intends taking the message to Scotland, and
success in one particular component will
mean “a flood of orders”, he reveals.
It should be said that all current projects
are with OEMs, not subcontractors. To make
such an investment, a subcontractor would
have to have a water-tight business
agreement on component design and
production volumes. That said, such
companies are displaying interest in learning
about the possibilities, Mazak’s applications
development manager offers. But an overall
observation he makes is that companies are
not yet designing parts with hybrid
manufacturing in mind – a recent
presentation to a Swiss company’s 200
designers is demonstration of the exception,
not the rule.
Maintaining mechanical properties time
after time in an AM process requires inmachine monitoring of the melt pool (visually
and thermally), plus tracking of parameters
such as laser power. Mazak machines
obviously have this capability, and any out-of-
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tolerance variations would identify a possible
failure candidate. A point to stress also is
that there are no material standards for AM
powder in the same way that there are for
solid billets/bars; they are being developed,
however. This means that the powder must
be qualified and then maintained at that
specification for the process to work reliably.
Mazak has teams of people in the UK, US
and Japan working on developing AM
processes for projects (using external partner
organisations in support) and sharing
knowledge, say Forrest. In the UK, the
company is working with Birmingham and
Cranfield universities in support of its
knowledge drive. As more parts are tackled
and processes generated, then the time to
undertake new projects will fall, of course.
Coating, however, is the simplest task,
building large features the most challenging.
Asked whether the AM processes used on
its hybrid machines will ever be push-button,
so drawing on a library of parameters, he
says ‘yes’, but that, just as with cutting
tools, operator/programmer knowledge will
influence modification of such nominal
values, while testing the build will be
necessary, with further tweaking thereafter.
There are already CAM/simulation systems
that can support program generation, he
adds. So, hybrid machines will be ‘just
another tool in the box’ “not too far into the
future”, is Forrest’s concluding statement. ■

The Variaxis j-600AM is Mazak’s
latest hybrid machine. This set-up was
demonstrated at a recent UK event
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INDUSTRY 4.0 5G MOBILE COMMUNICATION & ROBOTS

Comau says that the
increased speed of 5G will
simplify data collection and
enable full and constant
monitoring of the work
process

Is manufacturing

ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
forﬁﬁﬁﬁ

announcements. Tech giants Nokia and
Steed Webzell provides an update on 5G, the ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
Bosch, for example, have been developing
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
pick-and-place robots that can be controlled
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
wirelessly over a 5G connection, with

ﬁ

G, the next generation of mobile
telephony, is just around the corner.
The technology will bring not just
greater speed (to move more data), but far
lower latency, so will be more responsive, as
well as offer the ability to connect a lot more
devices simultaneously – sensors and smart
devices located in robots, for example. The
potential of 5G varies according to reports,
but the standards bodies involved are aiming
at 20 Gb/sec speeds and 1 ms latency,
which will be unprecedented.
The term latency crops up a lot, so to
explain further, latency is essentially the time
span between when an input is initiated at
one point in a communications link, and
when it returns with error-free input from
another point. Current 4G cellular networks
have a round-trip latency of about 50 ms, but
to enable applications like connected
robotics, the 5G standard recognises that
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less than 1 ms will be required.
Reports suggest that global 5G roll-out
looks set for 2020. But the race is on to be
first and US telecommunications giant AT&T,
for example, says it expects to be the first
with mobile 5G when it launches a network in
12 cities by the end of this year.
So it looks like the next 12-24 months will
see 5G unleashed on the world, which has
pricked the interest of some, but not all,
robotics companies. The advantage of using
a 5G connection is that response times are
quicker, and there are no peaks and troughs
like those associated with Wi-Fi or current 4G
networks. In turn, this could make robots
safer. At present, robots are equipped with
an emergency stop button to prevent them
from harming humans or causing damage.
But what if the button is out of reach at the
required moment? Thoughts such as these
have led to a host of recent partnership
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demonstrators already appearing at
exhibitions. The low latency and high
reliability of 5G is used to instantly stop
machinery from operating when an alarm is
triggered.
Of course, safety is not the only
advantage of 5G. There are close links with
Industry 4.0 and the evolution of smart
factories, and with better wireless
connectivity comes a better factory platform.
For instance, factory layouts are likely to
benefit, as reconfiguring assembly lines
becomes simpler when equipment does not
need a wired connection.
The combination of automation specialist
and telecommunications expert continues
with Kuka (https://is.gd/aregis) and China’s
Huawei X Labs, which have teamed up to
work on collaborative robots with 5G. Live
demonstrations have already been
showcased, with a pair of robot arms
performing dancing and drumming in precise
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azak machines come as standard
with a physical cable network
connection. A wired network
connection to any IT infrastructure is
preferred, says Steve Richardson, software
manager at Yamazaki Mazak (https://
is.gd/mibule), although where machines
are often moved, a standard WiFi box/
machine at about £20 can be added for
greater convenience. But to capture and
make available useful machine data, MTConnect software hosted within the control is
required. MT-Connect (www.mtconnect.org) is
an open standard interface offered by many
machine tool makers; its genesis is in the
USA. It is retrofittable by Mazak engineers to
any machine with a Fusion control or later,
so from 1998 onwards. But the amount of
information gathered is greatest with latest
machine models. MT-Connect only transmits
information, nothing can be changed in the
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Mazak’s Industry 4.0 offering is detailed across one wall at the company’s
European manufacturing base and Technology Centre in Worcester

machine via it, incidentally.
To make sense of machine data, Mazak’s
Smooth Monitor AX software is required.
Launched at last September’s EMO exhibition
in Germany, customers with the previous
version software (Smooth Monitor) can
upgrade. This software runs on a web server;
any company with a Windows server can
install this standard application, should it not
already have been set up. Smooth Monitor AX
data is viewable on browsers on devices both
within and outside the company, via VPN –
allowing live data to be discussed at
meetings, for example. (Non-Mazak machines
can be connected to Smooth Monitor AX, but
Mazak has no influence over what data can
be captured).
Now, it is recommended that machines
are connected to a network via Mazak’s
SmartBOX, which offers an out-of-the-box, preconfigured firewall capability between network

and machine, preventing any virus infection
either way – a machine tool’s Windows
software will become vulnerable over the
years a machine is in place, because it is not
updated, as with a company’s PCs. Only one
SmartBOX is required for all machines,
although groups of machines might have their
own to stop, for example, cell-to-cell infection.

DATA ON TAP
So, with that set-up, data can be recorded,
analysed, interrogated and displayed. Typical
data includes: machine powered on (the only
condition stipulated in MT-Connect); machine
status; alarm state, number and related
message; override settings; which program is
running; active tool; parts count; axes’
positions; spindle load; and spindle speed.
Everybody gets the same data, but in its own
iSMART Factory (the UK facility is on the path
to this), Mazak does add extra sensors and
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this is possible for customers on request.
That said, extra sensors plus an additional
MT-Connect box with output data merged with
the standard MT-Connect data stream is also
possible, although Smooth Monitor displays
only Mazak-nominated data (but stores extra
sensor data in the database).
Now, all this data is flowing out of the
machine, but it is up to the customer as to
what he wants to concentrate on. There are a
number of standard displays (images, below),
and Richardson says that most company’s
initially look at machine utilisation. If this
shows lower figures than expected, the next
stop is an investigation of alarm history.
“Within the AX software, it is not only showing
alarm history, but also when they happen,
allowing you to spot patterns. So maybe you
could implement a preventative maintenance
programme to eliminate them. It could also
highlight training needs where there is an
operator element,” he says. Indeed, when
Mazak’s US factory installed the software,
variations in set-up time between jobs were
traced to some operators not changing tools
while the machine was in cut as they were
unaware this was possible.
Assuming that you are getting maximum
utilisation, companies might want to increase
output from fully employed machines. This
can be done by looking at tool utilisation (an
option in Smooth Monitor AX), which can
identify the most used tools. “You could then
talk to your tooling supplier, to see if there is
a new product that can improve cutting
conditions to shorten cycle times, or a tool
with extended life, so reduce the number of
change-overs. Spindle load monitoring can be
linked to a tool, helping to identify tools that
are being underexploited. Outside of that, you
can additionally look at which programs you
run most often and investigate whether these
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are optimised [see box item, Supporting
Technology],” Richardson offers.
Another Smooth Monitor AX option is
Energy Dashboard, which additionally requires
extra machine sensors (retrofittable). This will
identify energy usage and convert this to
volumes of CO2. It will also allow energy
usage/per program to be analysed. “What
some customers are doing is moving their
heavy cutting to the night shift, when energy
is cheaper,” says Richardson, instancing a
Scandinavian example.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Looking to the future, Smooth Monitor AX is
heading towards being able to take tooling
and energy costs and provide cost per part
information, although the data is already
there for customers to take and use
externally to generate this. Imminent in
Smooth Monitor AX is a maintenance system
that will centralise data and allow quick
reference to required tasks.
A way to look at Smooth Monitor AX is as
a change monitor, Richardson suggests,
where existing conditions can be compared to
altered conditions and confirm, or otherwise,
a benefit. The software directs effort in a
data-driven way and provides confirmation of
results of change. So, simply speaking,
changing a tool to reduce cycle time might
not be such a good choice, if the trade-off is
more frequent tool replacement that
increased downtime, he instances.
Mazak itself is treading the iSMART
Factory journey in its own facilities around the
world (at different paces), applying data
analytics to drive better efficiency and
productivity in pursuit of a continuously
evolving factory supported by autonomous
adaptive control with artificial intelligence. But
it is clearly possible to derive benefit now. ■
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Supporting
technology
■ Smooth Tool Management – This can
support programmers in minimising
tool variety. This will also support tool
presetting and the sending of centrally
held offsets to machines. It will also
maintain a history of a tool’s usage and
remaining life, allowing maximum use
of inserts and identifying need for tool
replacement or, for example, for a sister
tool to allow unattended running. And
Smooth Tool Management knows where
all tools in use are.
■ Smooth CAM RS – This provides
digital twin capability such that moves
represented on screen are the same as
those of the machine (not always the
case with a generic CAM). Accurate cycle
time (within 5%) are also given. It is quite
possible for generic CAM time estimates
to be out “by 20% quite easily”,
Richardson offers. (Mazak has signed
up with MachiningCloud, which will allow
the import of tool solid models from the
cloud into its CAM system, incidentally https://is.gd/epitiz)
■ A machine option demonstrating
sensors, data and analysis that
was unveiled last September at the
EMO exhibition in Hanover is Spindle
Analytics, shown first on Integrex
models’ milling spindles. This looks
for harmonic frequencies that could be
damaging to the machine and suggests
action, such as increasing/decreasing
the feed rate, identifying the “sweet
spot” for cutting conditions, or, in
extreme cases, stopping the machine.
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The power of one
With just a single sensor, and background knowledge of surrounding processes, you would be surprised
how much you can learn about a production process. Andrew Allcock explains

O

n a visit to the Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre’s
Factory 2050 late last year,
Machinery was given a tour of some of its
activities, one of which concerned a mock
bottling plant that simulated to three-gated
stages, pre-fill, fill and inspect. The system
was fitted with a single sensor/light gate
by Cimlogic (www.cimlogic.co.uk), together
with associated analysis software. It simply
measures the bottles passing the sensor.
“The amount of data that we can get from
a single sensor is quite impressive,” Jacob
Senior, digital software engineer for the
Integrated Manufacturing Group said, and
went on to detail just exactly what.
“We have the total throughput for the day,
how effective the machines are – output
per hour. You can overlay the current hourly
production graph onto the previous day and
the day before, so you can start to notice
trends and patterns. Are changeovers
between some staff quicker than others, are
you losing production at lunch time.
We can also see how effective
the machine is at different
times of the day.
“A particularly interesting
one is stop distribution. The
durations are 0-30 seconds,
30 to 60 seconds, one to two
minutes and two to five
minutes. And the 0-30 second
bar shows that there are more
stoppages in that range than
are in the two to five minutes
range at the moment. This is
interesting for packaging
manufacturers, who have lots
of short stops where they
need to replace something,
but where these stops
generally go unnoticed, but
over the course of a shift an
hour of downtime has been
accumulated.
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“This information can be used to settle
disputes. For example, one person might
believe that running the system as fast as
possible will achieve the best output, while
another might think that running it more
slowly will deliver smoother operation and
produce the most. The data will be able to
show which is true.
“There are week views and month views
of data that show performance variation over
a longer period. For example, you could see
whether you are running out of capacity. For
an SME that does not have £30,000£40,000 to spend on a new line, they could
fit a sensor. They don’t need to turn the line
off at all, it’s completely external, there’s no
need to connect it to the Internet and no
need for IT, as there’s a 3G phone
connection.” And at Factory 2050, the
resulting data is shown on a dashboard
adjacent to the line (below).
So, armed with knowledge about the
machine’s performance, idle time and low
production rate issues can be seen and
targeted.
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Says Chris Greaves, operations manager,
Integrated Manufacturing Group, Advance
Manufacturing Research Centre: “We are
seeing this sort of situation a lot. Where you
can apply a low-cost, low-impact solution
and solve a problem, and get more out than
you think you are. Things like stoppage
times. You know, we’ve stopped for five
seconds a hundred times today, but stopped
for 30 seconds once, so what are we trying
to solve here? If you look at a typical
production line, people would look at the big
problem [longer stoppages]; no, no, look at
the little problems, that’s where the lost
time is.”
Greaves went on to highlight a recent
visit to a manufacturer that makes electric
drills. The company has to produce a drill
gearbox in 45 seconds; it is all done
manually. The firm was looking at adding
automation in an effort to save 12 seconds,
looking at things like moving a box of dowels
nearer to save ½ second. “It is really little
changes that they are starting to see, and it
is sensors and simple little things that can
■
help projects like that.” ■
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INDUSTRY 4.0 RENT BY USE

Heller customers no
longer need to purchase
machines; they can rent
them, paying for their use

Cutting by the hour
The Rolls-Royce ‘power by the hour’ model of gaining an income from
‘renting’ use of aero engines is a long-standing one. Machinery has,
over many years, heard suggestions that this could come to
the machine tool world. It now has. Andrew Allcock explains

I

n a two-year project, German machine tool
builder Gebruder Heller Maschinenfabrik
(UK office: https://is.gd/fapeva), in
Nürtingen, Germany, has worked with
Siemens in developing a cloud-connected
condition-monitoring app that can either
provide customers with highest system
uptime for the machines that they have
purchased, or, additionally, can allow them
to pay for the use of the machines without
buying them. The app, which includes digital
services that drastically reduce maintenance,
repair and production costs, makes use of
Siemens’ MindSphere cloud platform.
Head of development, new business and
technology at Heller Bernd Zapf has been
heavily involved with the project. He says:
“In recent years, flexibility in production has
increased at a steady pace. Our customers
are currently struggling with the need for more
flexibility and greater competitive pressure.
They need to deliver better product quality
while keeping operating costs down and
maximising production efficiency. This means
machine downtime needs to be avoided
completely, because it costs money.”
When Heller service technicians reported
that customers were also looking for a
solution in this area, this motivated Zapf’s
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department and the Service Product
Development departments, with the idea for
the Heller Services Interface app born.
The app visualises the status and
operating data of machines in a clear and
transparent interface. Zapf and his team
asked themselves two critical questions in
this project: how do app users, that is,
customers, get the machine data to their
browser-based device; and what about
industrial security in this area? Sinumerik
Integrate, which requires Simumerik Operate
or HMI Advanced or machine PC (more
information: https://is.gd/mecuji), makes
critical machine status and operating data
available in the cloud – via MindSphere.
Some customers have been testing an
initial version of the app since May last year
and it was announced publicly at the EMO
exhibition in Hanover last September, in
association with the ‘HELLER4Use’ service.
Heller did not have to face the real
challenge until after the Heller Services
Interface was developed, however, as Zapf
explains: “To our customers, our app, and in
particular everything that happens with the
data from the machines’ monitors, was
initially very abstract. We had to develop trust
and explain to them that this really would
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deliver significant benefits and value added
and, ultimately, save them money.”
In the future, customers will have two
options for using the new app. On the one
hand, they can conclude a comprehensive
service agreement as part of Heller TPS
options, which Heller offers for all its
machines and which, where required, can
include retrofitting existing systems. Under
this agreement, customers receive the Heller
app, which enables a transparent
presentation of all the primary production and
maintenance data. Heller does all the
maintenance work itself, because the
machine tool manufacturer can also use the
app to maintain an overview of all of its
customers’ machines and their respective
statuses. If maintenance is necessary, or if
there is an unexpected machine overload,
Heller can intervene immediately.
Heller’s thinking went further for the
second option, however, in an effort to reach
more customers, particularly those for whom
the purchase of a machine tool is a major
financial burden. So the machine usage
model Heller4Use was developed. With this
Heller provides its customers with its
machines and ensures 24/7 system
availability with the new app. Ultimately,
customers only pay for the time during which
the machine is running, which allows them to
reliably calculate costs. The required machine
data is collected, evaluated and provided to a
digital billing system using its existing
‘Heller4Industry’ functionality. A prepaid ticket
scenario is part of the system. ■
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The managing directors of
Fritz Studer AG (L to R):
Jens Bleher CEO; Stephan
Stoll COO; Daniel Huber
CTO; Sandro
Bottazzo CSO

Studer round-up
Andrew Allcock travelled to Switzerland to attend the company’s
annual event and catch up on business and technology developments.
Industry 4.0 was the main theme, although new machines were
imminent, but kept under wraps

S

tuder’s annual Motion Meeting at
its Steffisburg, Thun, Switzerland
headquarters came just ahead of the
biennial GrindTec show held in Augsberg,
Germany, in March, and the company was
holding off on the details of three new
Studer cylindrical grinders to be revealed
there, except to indicate that these would
replace existing models and not add to them
(see April issue for more details).

Of course, these announcements follow
those made at EMO last September (see
box p36) by Studer (https://is.gd/cipoye) and
other members of the United Grinding Group
(UGG), which incorporates Blohm, Jung,
Maegerle, Walter and Ewag, as well as the
cylindrical grinding group of three
companies, Studer, Schaudt and Mikrosa,
for which Studer (https://is.gd/ohequv) is the
core manufacturing actor. (Walter and Ewag

Customer service & skill retention
New chief service officer Sandro Bottazzo was keen to highlight the company’s
credentials in this area. The company’s customer care department has 200 employees
worldwide and is expanding. First off, he said that some 50% of customers have service
contracts, adding that its system maintenance offering is used by more than 1,500
customers a year. Second, he underscored Studer’s rebuild/re-engineering offer, which
is supported by a department of 20 that overhauls 500 assemblies and 30 machines
every year. But he also added that finding and keeping goodfi eld service technicians
(FSTs) is a challenge. On the first, a structured training programme that takes
individuals through six skill levels is implemented, while retaining them is afforded by
offering them a career path away from FST, once the requirements for travel demand
more than an individual is any more willing to give, thus retaining the skill within Studer.
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were also set to unveil a new machine each
at GrindTec, incidentally.)
GrindTec product releases that were
heralded at the 2 February event, however,
were three software products of the Industry
4.0, Smart Factory type. These were:
Production Manager, Remote Service and
Service Monitor. With Studer’s machines
already sporting the increasingly popular
data interface OPC UA (see https://is.gd/
gayuyo) and offering 36 defined signals, the
company’s machines generate information,
but this needs to be visualised and analysed
in software, and that is where the first
product, Production Monitor, comes in
(initially for UGG machines, but with future
releases likely having a wider use, Machinery
was told). Remote Service allows, with
customer permission, access to a
company’s UGG machines for the purposes
of remote diagnosis of equipment problems
(the security element of this was heavily
promoted). Service Monitor makes it easier
to consult operating instructions related to
maintenance tasks. This software tool
displays, in a simple diagram, the
maintenance due date of all connected
machines. Armed with this knowledge, a
structured maintenance plan can be created.
An amusing demonstration of the
accessibility of these tools was given in a
‘sketch’ that involved a technician in the
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room with the audience, an office cleaner in
the adjacent factory, a production manager
at a football match and a production
machine also in the factory. First, via Skype,
we are transported to the production
manager’s office where he is nowhere to be
seen, but the cleaner is. She is asked to
have a look at the machine to see if it is
running; it is. We then move to the
production manager, again via Skype but
this time on a mobile phone, and he
confirms, in between drinking, eating and
cheering, that the machine is, by reference
to Production Manager, running. To test the
other parts of the system, the cleaner is
asked to press the red button on the
machine; it stops. An alarm interrupts the
production manager’s game, but he is able
to arrange for Remote Service to be brought
into play. Reality or not, it neatly underlined
the capability available (and customer
service was a theme at the event, see box,
previous page).
There will be a staged release of these
three software products, with them available
first in Europe, following GrindTec, then in
North America later this year, followed by
China, around the middle of next year, and

then all other regions later next year. It
should be stressed that the service offering
will be available only in territories where
Studer is the service agent, which is not the
case in countries such as Japan, Taiwan,
South Korea and, in Europe, The
Netherlands, for example.

BROAD SMART VISION
UGG has a wide ‘smart’ vision that will
support its customers and which takes in
sales, machines, its factories and service.
The vision for its own Smart Factory was
expressed graphically at the event, but not
detailed explicitly. The graphic variously
showed machines fitted with sensors
generating information taken to the cloud;
digitally connected manufacturing steps;
self-learning systems; predictive
maintenance; procurement automation/
connected suppliers; smart assemblies that
direct operators to the machine to which
they should be fitted; operators helped by
cobots; 3D-printed part manufacture; and
plug-and-play commissioning. The benefit
sought is a 20% gain in both capacity and
throughput time in 2020.
But, as Jens Bleher, Studer CEO,

explained, the Industry 4.0 capabilities
adopted by customers will be those that
provide them with real benefit and not just
technology for technology’s sake, so to
speak.
Apart from the service offering unveiling,
an internal digital development highlighted
under the “Studer goes digital” headline was
detailed, digital work instructions. A UGG
initiative, via tablet computers these provide
step-by-step assembly instructions and
tracking and tracing of the assembly
process. The system’s popularity was
underlined by various positive worker
quotes. The system will be introduced by the
Studer-Mikrosa-Schaudt cylindrical group on
a wide basis this year.
Supporting greater efficiency and
precision in machining is investment in
5-axis machining technology. The cylindrical
grinding machining HQ at Steffisburg has
expanded its core competence in
mechanical processing with the
commissioning of a large 5-axis milling
centre; two more 5-axis centres with
integrated turning function are planned for
this year. This is one of the biggest
investments in this area, Stephan Stoll,

Unveiled ahead of its GrindTec
launch, Production Manager.
And in the left of the image is
the ‘digital solutions’ chair that
featured at EMO, futuristically
underlining UGG’s commitment
to digitalisation
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Studer COO, underlined, adding that this
“offers the ideal prerequisite for digitising
the manufacturing according to the 4.0
standards”. Additional investments in
measuring machines support the claim to
highest precision, Stoll advised.
At a detailed machine level, a sensor
development that was highlighted was
related to a superior method of detecting
wheel/part and wheel/dresser contact, with
capability in the micron range; the
technology is called Studer Sensitron 4.0
and is already part of the S11’s armoury.
Previous technology of the acoustic kind was
negatively affected by in-process noise, from
coolant or centres, for example.
And on the matter of coolant, the
company gave more information about the
development of additively-made coolant
nozzles for cylindrical grinding and the
benefits to be had from them. Working with
IRPD AG, active in 3D printing, coolant
nozzles having laminar flow characteristics
are being developed. Offered in single units
or banks, these nozzles can be tailored to

application. That
means for straight
profile wheels that are
employed in straightor angle-approach
tasks, or for contoured wheels where
the nozzle can accurately deliver
coolant in a related ‘shaped’ manner.
For companies that want some
flexibility in contour grinding, systems
with plugs can allow a single
nozzle set-up to have its delivery
shape altered. This method of
delivery significantly improves both
part quality and process times.
Once again at its annual event,
Studer was able to demonstrate
continual improvement across multiple
fronts, because, as Stoll puts it: “Being
good is the worst enemy of becoming
better.” Clearly becoming better is
forefront. ■
Studer’s S11 sports much modern
technology (see below)

EMO exhibition world premi•res revisited
The new S11 – the smallest production cylindrical grinding
machine in the Studer range (125 mm centre height; 200 mm
between centres) – now benefits from Studer standard grinding
cycles and the StuderGRIND offline programming software, the
latter made up of a variety of modules: StuderDress for an
optimised clearing strategy, for profiling grinding wheels;
StuderThread for thread grinding: StuderForm for form grinding:
StuderContour for grinding longitudinal contours; and
StuderGeoImport for convenient use of workpiece geometry
straight from a DXF file.
Using StuderWINfocus on the machine’s FANUC control,
flexible scope of use and customer benefit are strengths.
Explains Christian Josi, project manager at Studer: “The
customer naturally still has the opportunity to design his
program as flexibly as possible using micro functions. With the
Studer standard grinding cycles, however, he has even more
convenience and support with the S11.”
The conversion to the new control in the S11 provides even
more advantages, Studer adds. Up to now, grinding wheel
speeds of 50 m/s (in exceptional cases 80 m/s) were possible,
but now HSG machining is possible with CBN grinding wheels
and at grinding speeds of up to 140 m/s. The S11 now also
enables typical C-axis applications, such as thread and form
grinding, supported by StuderThread or StuderForm.
Furthermore, profiling/reprofiling of grinding wheels with
StuderDress and the machining of longitudinal contours with
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StuderContour extend the scope of application of the S11.
Other machine features include the SBS Dynamic Balance
System, a unit for contact detection via vibration measurement
and for the semi- and fully-automatic balancing of grinding
wheels. This reduces machine downtime, thanks to less air
grinding, and also enables the process to be monitored via the
grinding noise level. And automation is made easier with
guarding having a top hatch for vertical loading, it is pointed out
by the company.
The second EMO world première was the Maegerle MFP51,
a 5-axis grinding machine that, it is claimed, sets new
standards, in terms of flexibility and equipment features
(https://is.gd/ikiwiv). The machine is an advance on the 500,
650, 650 mm (X, Y, Z) work envelope MFP50.
In its basic version, the new model has an integrated
toolchanger with 66 positions and can be loaded with various
grinding wheels, diamond rolls, measuring probes and tools for
drilling and milling operations.
Very short process times are achieved via its 12,000 rpm
spindle and the overhead dresser integrated into the grinding
support (grinding wheels and diamond dressing rolls are
simultaneously exchanged for the individual machining steps).
A bi-axially-controlled nozzle provides optimal coolant supply for
grinding, drilling and milling, and there’s an optionally available
nozzle changer. An identification system for grinding wheels and
tools is optionally available, as well.
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Four & more

Industry 4.0 was top of the agenda at the annual DMG Mori Open
House event in Germany, but customer service news and the
traditional new product introductions were other highlights.
Andrew Allcock reports (extended version https://is.gd/ipazob)

F

or Industry 4.0, the company offers
its ‘bottom up’ vision that starts at
the machine, from the machining
processes, through digital workflows to
integral networked digital factories.
“One project after the other – and from one
success to the next,” the company affirms.
This DMG Mori (https://is.gd/equmos)
‘Path of Digitisation: Step-by-step from the
vision to reality’ has been declared as the
overall guiding principal for itself and its
customers. And from January 2018,
customers have been able to experience
‘Digital Factories’ through live
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demonstrations in DMG Mori showrooms
that highlight the benefits. A ‘digital tool box’
has been created, based on current
innovations and future initiatives, that will
enable smaller businesses to take
advantage of “a simple and harmonious
entry point into digitalisation”, as well as
serve larger companies as an integrated and
modular system.
The company’s CELOS CNC interface/app
platform is key in its Industry 4.0 quest
(https://is.gd/eyudew) and the company said
that from spring this year, the focus will be
on integrated digital workflows with the
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launch of CELOS Version 5.0. Three
elements were highlighted within its CELOS
Manufacturing framework in relation to
getting workflows under control: Production
Planning (offering enhanced planning and
scheduling of production orders); Digital
Tooling (three CELOS apps for complete
digital tool management throughout the
entire production process); and Digital
Monitoring (the complete production process
at a glance).
CELOS V5 will cover everything from
planning through production planning, right
up to monitoring. So, the Digital Planning
app enables companies to efficiently
organise job orders, and Production Planning
app connects ERP systems, digital
production planning and terminal-controlled
factory production. Says Dr Holger Rudzio,
managing director, DMG Mori Software
Solutions: “In combination with production
planning, the consistent integration enables
continuous process optimisation.” This is
DMG Mori’s step-by-step digitalisation
strategy, outlined at the January event
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DMG Mori is upping its service game,
employing Industry 4.0 technology

achieved via reduced set-up and idle times,
and increased productivity in the long term.
The increased digital transparency should
ensure increased planning reliability, he
added.
Within the Digital Tooling workflow
package (Tool Agent, Tool Analyzer, Tool
Handling), all of the tool information
necessary for the production process can be
managed centrally, with tool data accessed
by various systems at the same time. All
process-related data is stored in a central
tool management system, making the history
of a tool transparent and fully traceable.
The Digital Monitoring package visualises
all important information in the digital factory
for more transparency during production. The
CELOS Condition Analyzer app offers
recording, saving, analysis and visualisation
of machine sensor data. The app then
makes it possible to analyse one or several
machines, e.g. for early detection of machine
problems. Performance Monitor visualises
current machine availability and efficiency.
This offers transparency and monitoring
options for basic production parameters or
so-called key performance indicators (KPIs).
Digital Monitoring also includes CELOS
Cockpit, which serves as the interface
between all machines, with all information
relevant, from both DMG Mori and non-DMG
Mori machines, brought together. Users can
gain an overview of the status of the
shopfloor and, with the corresponding digital
workflows from DMG Mori, get information on
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orders and faults (including bottlenecks,
waiting times, causes and remaining run-time
periods). And the Messenger app informs
designated users of any downtime directly.

CELOS V5 ROLL-OUT
With CELOS Version 5.0, all DMG Mori
machines with Siemens, Heidenhain and
MAPPS controls (with the exception of the
SLIMline machines) will be available with
CELOS Version 5.0 from April 2018. Existing
machines with older CELOS versions can be
updated to the latest software. The update is
performed using an ‘update stick’ and is
carried out by DMG Mori Service. Every
customer is provided with basic training on
the new features.
DMG Mori is also a key player in the
ADAMOS initiative (https://en.adamos.com),
described as an Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) and aimed at machine tool builders
that want to benefit from cloud-hosted
services, an app library and app platform to
better serve their customers, but who could
not create all this alone. ADAMOS GmbH and
the ADAMOS App Factory Alliance started on
1 October 2017 with around 200 experts,
more than 30 apps and with apps available
on five digital marketplaces (see also
Machinery article here https://is.gd/asuyak).
ADAMOS partners include Dürr, Zeiss, ASM,
Engel and Software AG. Other partners will
follow.
“ADAMOS is an important component of
our ‘Path of Digitization’, as we have more

control of the digitalisation process and are
in a position to actively shape it”, stresses
Rudzio on the strategic importance of the
IIoT initiative. While DMG Mori independently
develops a platform-based business model,
ADAMOS GmbH cooperates in the delivery of
the required IIoT infrastructure, on the basic
software and digital products, as well as the
availability of data-based services.
The core of the global ADAMOS initiative
is to develop the digital future of mechanical
engineering in an alliance of equals.
“We want to jointly determine the rules of
digital production in an interdisciplinary
cooperation. This is the only way that
industrial companies can avoid the risk of
entering into a dependent relationship with
software companies or large internet
businesses,” Rudzio explains.
DMG Mori’s app-based CELOS control and
operating system already enables data-based
processes to be completely planned and
visualised in the factory, but via ADAMOS,
CELOS can now be expanded into an open
network and a digital marketplace for the
mechanical engineering industry. Concludes
Rudzio: “We can now offer our customers
comprehensive digital services for our
machines. We are able to digitalise the entire
process chain of production and, thanks to
ADAMOS, we can successfully design basic
and integral processes for our customers
using a 360-degree approach.”
The digital world is also part of DMG
Mori’s improved service push within its
‘Customer First’ initiative, which resulted
from customer feedback, hailing the next
phase as ‘Customer First 2.0’. Part of it is
‘Netservice 4.0’, which offers the very latest
in remote service and claims an 80%
solution rate (see extended online article
‘Remote maintenance specialist
acquisition’).
Netservice 4.0 takes in multi-user
conferencing that brings together operators,
service experts, service technicians and, if
required, also experts from the DMG Mori
plant. Included too is visual support through
serviceCAM, a camera exclusively developed
by DMG Mori for live streaming. More
extensive access to CELOS, IPC, NC and
NETbox (an open IIoT-Connector, even for
third-party machines) offers a faster and
higher solution quota, because of deeper
access to the machine. And, importantly,
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high security standards are achieved through TÜViT-certified
security safety architecture. The complete Netservice 4.0 packet
is preinstalled on the CELOS NETbox.
The service challenge is large: there are more than 300,000
DMG Mori machines at work permanently around the globe, many
of these for over 10 years, while the installed base is increasing
at the rate of 1,000 new machines/month, the company points
out. More than 3,500 service employees now work at DMG Mori,
but by the end of the second quarter of 2018, around 200
additional service technicians will join the team. The company
has additionally expanded internal training and advanced training
activities to better support its product range and technology.
But it is the spindle that is the very heart of any machine tool
and here the company stressed its commitment. It has service
stocks of more than 1,000 spindles, so at least 96% of all
spindles are available almost overnight and on their way to
customers in the shortest possible time.
As for the remaining 4%, Dr Maurice Eschweiler of the
Executive Board of Industrial Services of DMG Mori AG (the
Germany-listed part of the business) says: “If a requested spindle
is not in our warehouse, we repair a motor spindle within six
working days. In the rare case where this is not possible, the
repair itself is free of charge for our customers. The customer
merely has to pay the costs for the disassembly and
reassembly.”
Together with the Customer First 2.0 initiative with low service
costs – thanks to a best-price guarantee on spare parts – and the
new flat call-out rates, full-service contracts and, especially, the
further development in the area of digitalisation, Eschweiler
considers service at DMG Mori to be well on its way to fulfilling
the company’s own and, above all, the customers’ high
expectations, without any exceptions.
Of course, while service is important, making sure a product
does not require unnecessary attention is also the goal, with this
aim also accommodated within an initiative, ‘First Quality’. ISO
9001 sets the foundation and the underlying manuals for quality
management form the basis for continuous further development
of quality management at the manufacturing plants.
A six-phase design review process, which systematically
focuses on long service lives and the durability of all their
products, is adopted, while prototype tests guarantee “onehundred-percent functionality of the product right from their
launch”.
Checking that this has an impact in the field is via customer
surveys at 15 and 90 days after the installation, as well as just
prior to the end of the warranty period. Feedback from up to
30,000 direct customers per year is thus gathered.
The company points to its 36-month, unlimited hours
guarantee for its MASTER spindle series as an example of its
diligence in product development and quality. ■
p Extended online article has news of latest product releases:
DMG Mori VCS, volumetric compensation software; automation
joint venture; powder-bed AM machine; NTX 3000 2nd Generation
mill-turn; plus CLX lathes, CMX V vertical machining centres and
CMX U universal machining centres upgrades. https://is.gd/ipazob
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A recent Mills CNC Open
House had this set-up,
comprising a Doosan
VMC and a RoboJob load/
unload unit, as one display

2018:
the year of automation?
With numerous technology suppliers reporting a rise in demand for
automation, Steed Webzell asks whether this is just a spike, or the
start of a major trend? As we head towards MACH 2018, it is clear
there will be many examples to see soon

A

utomation has long been mooted as
the saviour of western manufacturers
looking to level the playing field with
competitors in low-wage economies. After
all, remove the labour element and the
biggest advantage of regions such as the Far
East and Eastern Europe is essentially
eliminated. However, there are many
additional reasons behind the growth of
automation, as Ian Holbeche, director at
REM Systems (https://is.gd/emodis), the
UK’s exclusive distributor of Erowa products,
points out: “Demand for automation is being
driven by the shortage of skilled labour,
making it difficult to attract and then retain
experienced people. Another reason is the
drive for efficiency; making more with less.
Finally, most manufacturers are looking to
operate lights-out or with a minimum ghost
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shift overnight to improve ROI.”
According to Holbeche, there are both
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ benefits of automation:
“Hard benefits include the ability to run
unmanned overnight or over the weekend,
resulting in additional spindle capacity. Soft
benefits could be avoiding unsociable
working conditions for the workforce, such
as shift working or excessive overtime.”
Erowa offers automation systems for
every step along the route to a fully
autonomous cell. The Robot Compact 80 is
the most popular system, as the company
says it is easy to install alongside any 5-axis
machining centre to effectively increase
productivity five-fold. Erowa has over 3,000
automation installations worldwide and
offers single-source solutions that include
chucks and pallets, automated clamping and

repositioning, inspection and a bespoke
software package. With 8,760 total hours
available each year, the goal is to be
productive for all of them.
Of course, there is a cost to attaining this
level of performance, but the rewards are far
greater. According to REM Systems, for just
25-30% of the cost of a 5-axis machining
centre, users can increase capacity by more
than seven-fold with no extra staff, no
overtime and negligible floor space
requirements.
Engineering Technology Group (ETG –
https://is.gd/matecu) also has a foot in the
automation camp, particularly following the
addition to its portfolio of Halter robot
loaders (https://is.gd/biyele).

INCREASING DEMAND
“We have, without doubt, seen an increase
in demand for machine tool automation in
recent years,” states Martin Doyle,
managing director at ETG. “This has been a
major driver in our growth, with an increasing
number of firms requesting turnkey solutions
featuring automation at their heart.
Furthermore, this trend is cross-sector, and
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includes automotive, aerospace, medical,
renewables and electronics. We are seeing it
because of the need for UK manufacturers
to be competitive in a global marketplace;
technology helps bridge the skills gap.
“High speed loading and unloading is the
primary focus, which allows the customer to
keep up with the speed of the latest
machine tools,” he continues. “Modern
manufacturing is all about capacity and
reducing lead times.”
Halter robot loaders can be fitted to all
machine types offered by ETG, including
Stama, Chiron, Bridgeport Hardinge,
Nakamura and Quaser. ‘SmartControl’
technology means that no robot experience
is needed and maximum load capacity can
be up to 35 kg.
DMG Mori (https://is.gd/eyumik) has also
made recent automation announcements,
including the foundation of a joint venture
with German company Heitec AG (https://
is.gd/bebado). One in four machines from
DMG Mori is already supplied with an
automation solution. In future, every
machine will be fitted with automation on the
basis of modularity; through these modular
solutions, DMG Mori Heitec will supply SME
customers with an integrated automation
concept, it says.
The current product range consists of the
PH 150 pallet handling system, the RS3
rotary pallet magazine and WH3 workpiece
handling system, as well as the newly
developed GX gantry loader in the Vertigo
design. Robo2Go extends the portfolio as a
mobile robotic automation system for a large
number of turning machines.
“There is definitely more appetite for
automation now,” says Steve Finn, managing
director of DMG Mori UK. “There remains
some misconception that automation is only
for high volume applications, but in reality it
can be applied very well to low volume, high
variety requirements.”
To support his statement, Finn reveals
that DMG Mori has recently supplied a fourmachine cell with 72-pallet system and
guided vehicle technology into an aerospace
manufacturer that largely supplies one- and
two-off parts, often for spares. The company
is running the system for 150 hours a week.
“I would estimate we have seen growth in
automation solutions of 10-15% in the past
two years,” he says. “However, how you run
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automation is key. Some still run manned
during the day, using automation to run
unmanned overnight, but really automation
should be operational 24 hours a day.
Machine tools are expensive assets and you
have to maximise their utilisation.”
At next month’s MACH exhibition, DMG
Mori will showcase 5-axis machining centres
with pallet systems, a lathe with an
integrated gantry loader and robotic machine
tending solutions. The company is keen to
point out that its automation solutions are
not ‘mix and match’; they are dedicated for
the machine and put together at its factory.

AUTOMATION: ITÕS IN THE DETAIL
“A lot has been said and written about
automation, but the detail is so important,”
says Finn. “You need to consider the
method of machining – and make it 100%
secure – and achieve good tool life. We
assign a project manager to each
automation project to ensure the customer
always hits the criteria for fast ROI.”
Yamazaki Mazak (https://is.gd/idesow)
another firm reporting elevated demand for
automation solutions, as Mike Sykes,
manager – automation systems at the
company, confirms: “Growing demand can
be attributed to a number of different
factors, including customers making the
transition from low variety, high volume
batches, to high variety, low volume

batches; as well as the desire to operate
lights-out.”
For many, the elephant in the room when
it comes to automation is its perceived
impact on the workforce.
“In short, automation is not a threat to
jobs,” states Sykes. “It is well documented
that the manufacturing industry is suffering
from a skills shortage, and automating some
of the more menial or manual processes is a
logical way of freeing up more time for
skilled machine operators to conduct higher
skilled jobs, such as programming.”
According to Mazak, robot solutions are
becoming increasingly popular, such as the
company’s Quick Turn 250MY and TA-12
‘plug and play’ turning centre and robotic
machine tending solution. Also available are:
gantry loaders with separate load/unload
arms to achieve fast takt times during mass
production; conveying systems, to help
facilitate extended periods of unmanned
production; and a number of flexible
manufacturing systems (FMS), such as
Mazak’s Palletech.
“One of the most valuable attributes of a
robotic automation system is its scalability,”
says Sykes. “Whether you have one robot
loading and unloading workpieces on a
machine tool, or 40 cells working in tandem,
the productivity benefits are clearly
identifiable.”
At Mills CNC (https://is.gd/oxajoz),

Hurco 5-axis machine with
Erowa Robot Compact 80

xxxxx
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DMG Mori’s Robo2Go unit can serve many of the company’s turning machines
another company enjoying increased orders
for automated machine tools, the company
says that demand is not necessarily just
from larger manufacturers. Mills is keen to
point out that an automation solution is not
dependent on company size, but more to do
with corporate objectives, ambitions and
mindset, the type of parts being machined,
issues affecting current machining methods,
and the best ways to address and solve
them.

Complex turnkey solutions involving fully
integrated automation solutions and the
creation of flexible manufacturing cells have
seen an increase in demand at Mills CNC,
which offers Doosan machine tools in the
UK and Ireland. Prior to the downturn in
2008-09, a significant proportion of these
projects were with oil and gas companies.
Over the past year, there has been renewed
interest and activity in this sector, while
other sectors where turnkey solutions

involving automation have been delivered
recently include nuclear, aerospace,
defence, rail, yellow goods and materials
handling.
Since the summer of last year Mills, in
conjunction with Hydrafeed (https://is.gd/
irexav), can supply Doosan machine tools
with RoboJob workpiece load/unload
automation(image, p44). In fact, RoboJob
will be at MACH next month, paired with a
DNM vertical machining centre.
Mills CNC first noted the rising demand
for automation some years ago, forming its
Turnkey Development Centre in 2013; a
discrete and dedicated area where turnkey
solutions, in liaison with customers and
technical partners, are designed, developed
and tested prior to final sign-off, delivery,
commissioning, installation and training. In
turnkey projects, Mills CNC is the
commissioning (lead) partner, and
manages/co-ordinates all aspects of the
project to an agreed project plan that is
created with clear objectives, timescales,
costs, communication and feedback loops in
place. These plans are critical in ensuring
that projects are delivered on time and on
budget, the company underlines. ■

Latest automation product news in brief
■ Thame Workholding (https://is.gd/ofejit) will introduce the
Lang RoboTrex automation system at MACH next month. The
first Lang automation system, based on the small QuickPoint 52
system, RoboTrex is suitable for retrofitting to the front or side
of a machine tool. Intended for working with individual
components up to 12 kg, RoboTrex is offered with a choice of
up to four specially designed workpiece trolleys that serve as a
vice storage system. Two newly developed vices for RoboTrex
can be mounted vertically for optimal use of space when being
picked up by the robot.
■ RARUK Automation’s ProFeeder is a compact, mobile and
modular robot cell that can be moved between machines.
ProFeeder Light is the entry-level product, which comprises a
basic standalone unit with one manually-removable component
tray offering capacity for up 780 parts. Next in the range is
ProFeeder, which comes complete with two movers and two
component trays. The mover is a modular cart that, when placed
in the robot cell, automatically centres the component tray. The
third option is ProFeeder Multi, which introduces a lift module
that automatically presents trays to the machine for parts to be
processed; capacity is eight trays. https://is.gd/loboli
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■ Bystronic (https://is.gd/obilej), has developed a loading and
unloading system, ByTrans Cross, for its fibre laser cutting
machines. The system offers users full automation for
producing long runs, while retaining the flexibility of manual
handling for fulfilling smaller jobs. Of modular design, the basic
configuration has two loading carriages for storing material.
However, with the addition of the optional BySort bridge and two
sorting heads featuring gripper modules, unloading with the
ByTrans Cross becomes even more versatile. The automatic
sorting system deposits processed sheet metal components on
to a pair of pallets next to the laser cutting centre.
■ A robotic component handling system, Feedio, has been
introduced by Japanese manufacturer Brother to increase the
production efficiency of its Speedio range of 3- to 5-axis
machining centres. Available in the UK through Whitehouse
Machine Tools, the compact unit can be retrofitted to upgrade
any machine in the range. The plug-and-play automation system,
which communicates with the machining centre via a Profibus
interface, is supplied with a 6-axis ABB robot and associated
smart teach pendant that incorporates a customised Speedio
page. https://is.gd/utuyey
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Heidenhain sees its
CNCs as the centre of
a connected workplace

ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
inside?
fundamental structure, the combination of
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
components and their repeated careful
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
Machineryﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
assembly. This does draw on years of
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
incremental experience, but today the design
because they will be reﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ process is supported by sophisticated
design and simulation software within which
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
resides much collective accumulated

ﬂ

hen technology becomes
ubiquitous and reliable, it tends
to become a commodity; the
PC, mobile phone, MP3 players (possbly
outdated now) or TVs are high technology
commodity goods that we buy without too
much concern of what’s inside. We are just
concerned with top line figures, capability
and usability. Even cars can be considered
commodities. Who looks under the bonnet
when they buy a car these days? And when
an advertisement for a premium car make
costing many tens of thousands of pounds
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highlights that there is an app to allow you
to lock the doors if you forget, or that the car
self-drives out of tight parking spaces, again
via an app, that surely means everything
else is taken for granted or trusted.
It is not quite there for machine tools,
because the application dictates the
suitability of any particular type and
performance standard. But within classes,
there can be a wide choice, all using the
same or similar global components made in
high volume and to high quality standards.
Of course, machine tools depend on the
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generic, if not specific, knowledge. It is no
coincidence that service is more and more
promoted by machine tool makers as a
differentiator – everything wears or fails; it is
just a case of what is done either to prevent
downtime or reduce it to a minimum (see
pages 33 and 39 this issue).
So, what happens in terms of global
component developments, whch all machine
tool makers benefit from, points to what you
will see expressed in machine tool
performance specifications in the near
future. So, with that in mind, Machinery has
delved into its inbox to see what component
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This NSK deﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ

ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
information can be divined there.
❏ NSK – High speed, low noise ballscrew
for European machine tool applications:
This deflector type ballscrew boasts a top-inclass feed speed of 100 m/min, yet still
achieves highly stable, low-noise operation.
This product, along with NSK’s series of
large-lead end-deflector ballscrews, has high
load capacity and conforms to DIN
measurement standards.
❏ NSK – S-HTF Series ballscrews for highload drive applications: new material and
new heat treatment technology allow the
S-HTF Series to achieve approximately 2.2
times longer life and up to 1.8 times greater
load capacity than the company’s previous
generation product.

❏ NSK – Ballscrews with nut cooling offer a
cost-effective alternative to hollow-shaft
spindles in high speed linear drive
applications: high dimensional accuracy is
supported and, in many cases, the
ballscrews with nut cooling can be installed
as a one-to-one replacement for an existing
series with cooled spindles.

❏ NSK – ‘Sursave’, a newly developed outer
ring cage for NSK angular contact ball
bearings used in main spindle applications:
Sursave has been designed to help lower
non-repeatable runout by 50%, compared
with conventional units. It also reduces
torque by 20%, generates less heat,
operates at high speed, and contributes to
high precision processing.
❏ NSK – the company is
developing an app that will
allow users to scan 2D
barcodes printed onto precision
bearing packaging for
immediate access to detailed
product information and
inspection records. The app will
also allow easy access to a
host of technical tools and
practical information, such as
digital catalogues, bearing
requirement calculators,
handling and maintenance
guides, and sales branch and
distributor information.
❏ NSK – Condition Monitoring System
(CMS): This system detects fluctuations in
the vibrations in equipment, such as
ballscrews, to determine their condition,
allowing for component damage to be
detected at an early stage.
❏ Schaeffler – a newly developed range of

Bearings & additive manufacturing
Manufacturing components for bearings, chains and castors can
be achieved using 3D printing techniques, says Chris Johnson,
CEO of bearing distributor SMB Bearings. However, many believe
that the tried and tested methods are the best. Bearings rely on
tribology, the science and engineering of surfaces in relative
motion, therefore ensuring the material used is fit for purpose is
important.
Traditionally, bearings are manufactured out of ceramic or
stainless steel. However, using 3D printing, bearings can be
made from a variety of materials, including plastic, stainless
steel, ceramic and even gold or titanium. This means
manufacturers can use or try new materials to save costs or push
the boundaries of what is expected.
Specific features not possible with traditional bearing design
can also be incorporated, which has the potential to improve
overall performance. For example, with 3D printing technology,
bearing cages can also be printed in various synthetic materials,
which can then be fitted with standard balls and lubricant. This
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allows non-standard bearings for high speed, low friction or
corrosive environments to be produced in small quantities.
And to prove his point, last November German group Schaeffler
Technologies announced it had entered into a cooperation project
with machine tool manufacturer DMG Mori. They are testing
suitable metals to advance the development of additivelymanufactured roller bearing components with the aim of realising
optimised products that offer greater added value for end
customers.
Since May 2017, Schaeffler has been using a DMG Mori
Lasertec 65 3D hybrid machine to produce one-offs and small
batches of bearing components, as well as spare parts, in
functionally graded metallic materials to finished part quality.
The rapid, one-hit process combines the flexibility of additive
manufacturing via laser deposition welding with 5-axis subtractive
milling. Schaeffler was not new to generative manufacturing,
however, as it already used 3D powder-bed printers for making
plastic prototypes and fixtures, and for small series production.
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Schaeffler’s Vacrodur allows machine
tool manufacturers to significantly
increase the load carrying capacity
of spindles and greatly extend their
operating lives
sensors for main spindle monitoring that are
integrated into the spindle bearings
themselves: for the first time ever, the
company says, machine manufacturers can
now offer their customers a highly effective
and easy-to-use device for increasing
machine availability, productivity and quality.
Using this system will reduce the frequency
of spindle failures while simultaneously

Schaeffler offers a newly
developed range of sensors
for main spindle monitoring

extending the operating life of the spindles.
All software and the required algorithms are
integrated into the sensor technology; the
system requires no further components.
❏ Schaeffler – Vacrodur is an innovative
rolling bearing material developed by
Schaeffler that allows machine tool
manufacturers to significantly increase the
load carrying capacity of spindles and greatly

extend their operating life, even under
extremely harsh conditions. In tests under
controlled contamination conditions, the
operating life up to bearing failure was
increased almost 20-fold, compared to the
existing benchmark. And there’s a 13-fold
increase in the bearing’s nominal rating life;
even a 25-fold increase under insufficient
lubrication conditions. Schaeffler achieved
this breakthrough by means of an innovative
new manufacturing method, special alloy
components and a customised multi-stage
heat treatment process.
❏ FANUC – ‘Fine Surface Technology’ is a
group of functions that boost surface quality
during milling, while ‘Smooth Tolerance
Control +’ improves smoothing of toolpaths,
also leading to better surfaces.
❏ FANUC – HRV servo drive: optimised
velocity loop, giving a higher gain that
reduces path error when machining.
❏ FANUC – Machine learning: the creation of
a thermal displacement model for use within
machine CNCs that reacts to machinelocated sensor input.
❏ FANUC – Sensors and spindle motors and
spindles: failure mode prediction is under
development.

Bearings & Industry 4.0
Schaeffler’s Smart Ecosystem 4.0 offers a comprehensive, cloudbased hardware and software infrastructure that includes every
stage of digital added value – from components equipped with
sensors through to digital services.
Components equipped with sensors are central to the drive
systems used in machines and equipment – they record data and
are the fundamental enablers for these digital services.
Schaeffler’s aim is to continuously transform conventional
mechanical products and integrate them into the digital world.
Bearings and guidance systems equipped with sensors have
already been on the market for several years. At the 2017
Hanover Messe, Schaeffler presented a rolling bearing system
that is based on standard products and can be configured in a
modular fashion with various different sensors, which allows
virtually every desired bearing position to be equipped with
sensors. This represents an important step towards a future in
which not only complex systems but also simple assemblies and
machines will have easy access to digitalisation and the IoT.
The recorded data is transferred via a flexible Schaeffler Gateway
to the Schaeffler Cloud, where Schaeffler’s rolling bearing domain
expertise is made usable in the form of digital services. For
example, automated rolling bearing diagnosis and ‘remaining
useful life calculation’ can be used to provide precise information
on the condition of the bearing and, therefore, of the machine
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being monitored, which in turn, allows specific actions to be
recommended. It will even be possible to use actual load data to
make adjustments to operational machine processes in real time.
Schaeffler’s Cloud-capable FAG SmartCheck, which for the first
time allows a simple and flexible point of entry into the
digitalisation of machines and equipment based on vibration
monitoring, was also on display at the 2017 Hanover Messe last
year. FAG SmartCheck provides a direct link to the Schaeffler
Cloud or to any other platform based on IBM technology. It’s also
possible to communicate with other cloud technologies via a
Schaeffler gateway or alternative gateway solutions using an OPC
UA interface. The connection between the SmartCheck and the
Schaeffler Cloud is easy to make via smartphone, e.g. by
scanning the relevant product’s QR code or using the free app.
This gives customers direct access to services such as
Schaeffler’s automated rolling bearing diagnosis, which is based
on the vibration data that the FAG SmartCheck has gathered from
rolling bearings, as well as shafts and other rotating components.
In the next stage, it will also be possible to use the SmartCheck
to record speed and torque, and to classify this load data. In the
Cloud, the Bearinx rolling bearing calculation software tool is then
used to compare the actual load data with the fundamental load
data used during the design phase, and the rolling bearing’s
remaining useful life is then calculated.
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Yet to make its European launch is FANUC’s FIELD
connected machine/cloud/app platform
❏ FANUC – Machine acc/dec parameter change on the fly:
machine parameters are altered, depending on inertia.
❏ FANUC – Cloud connection and app platform: to be launched in
Europe in October 2018, FANUC’s Industry 4.0 activity is
encapsulated within its FIELD approach – Fanuc Intelligent Edge
Link and Drive. FIELD is open to both FANUC and non-FANUC
CNCs and connects them to MT-Linki. FANUC favours on-site
processing for real-time data needs (so-called Edge computing),
but there is also cloud connectivity available and where, for
example, artificial intelligence algorithms can be run to analyse
data in non-real-time. FANUC also proposes an open app store.
❏ Siemens – On-machine, local, CNC-based data processing:
Sinumerik Edge is a robust and high performance hardware and
software solution for machine-level application (edge computing).
Sinumerik Edge processes and analyses process data practically
in real time with the machining process. Siemens offers
customised Edge apps for functions such as monitoring and
optimisation. Machine manufacturers or service providers can
also integrate their own Edge apps into the open platform.
❏ Siemens – Direct drive spindle motors: improvements in large
machine tool units that see improved accuracy and dynamic
response, as well as higher torque levels of over a 1 million Nm
for diameters of up to 8 m.
❏ Heidenhain – CNC machines, the heart of a connected set-up:
its Connected Machining system networks all steps – from the
design to the deliverable component – via the company’s TNC
control, using: Remote Desktop Manager software that can
access CAM systems directly, while CAM can interrogate the tool
database during program creation; Batch Process Manager for
scheduling and execution of production jobs; and StateMonitor
software that captures data from connected machines, presenting
a real-time view of machine status and sending messages to
computers throughout the company as well as to mobile devices.
Machine tool makers develop their own technology to
differentiate themselves, as our features on p33 and 39 highlight,
but there is much that is standard, and the developments noted
here will play, or are already playing, their part. ■
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW

Training & more
The CNC Training Academy (stand
H18-622) will highlight the
productivity and performance
benefits manufacturers can expect
to achieve when investing in proven
and professionally-delivered CNC
programmer and operator
training.
Focusing on the latest FANUC
turning and milling CNC
programmer and operator training;
Heidenhain 3- , 4 - and 5-axis CNC
programmer and operator training;
and Siemens turning and milling
CNC programmer and operator
training, The CNC Training Academy
will also offer visitors introductory,
practical sessions on conversational
CNC programming software systems
(Manual Guide i, ShopTurn and
ShopMill).

It will also be promoting its
latest ‘Factory of the Future’
technology venture, reflecting the
academy’s appointment as the
exclusive distributor in the UK and
Ireland of Predator machine
monitoring software, training and
support.
Jeff Hart (above), The CNC
Training Academy manager says:
“We have a number of networked
workstations on our stand where
visitors can see, understand and
appreciate the productivity
potential of our CNC programmer
and operator training courses, and
our advanced, specialist courses,
too.
“We are particularly excited with
the Predator Software venture we
have recently undertaken and,
because Industry 4.0 and Smart
Factory of the Future technology
have captured the imagination of
manufacturers worldwide, are
confident that showcasing proven
machine monitoring technology on
our stand is a positive move.”
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The UK’s largest manufacturing technology show draws near and more
exhibitors have revealed their stand details to Machinery

Mills CNC directs visitors to the many ‘roads’ to
improved performance
Mills CNC (stand H18-520) will have 16 high
performance Doosan lathes and machining centres, an
advanced automation solution, sophisticated ‘Factory of
the Future’ machine monitoring technology from USbased Predator Software Inc and be able to highlight a
range of its latest customer service initiatives to visitors
on its 600 m2 stand.
Says Kevin Gilbert, Mills CNC’s managing director:
“We will be showcasing an impressive cross-section of
Doosan lathes and machining centres on our stand –
many of which are new machines making their UK and/
or MACH debuts. Doosan machine tools set new
benchmarks for performance, productivity, reliability and
best value. The machines we’re taking to MACH highlight
all these attributes.”
Eight lathes will be on show, including: the new 10-in
chuck Puma 2600SY (sub-spindle, Y-axis) Mk II; the
recently launched 12-in chuck Puma GT 3100LM,
equipped with driven tooling; and the latest addition to
Doosan’s vertical turning lathe range, the Puma V8300M
with driven tools and automatic tool changer. All three are
available with FANUC or Siemens controls and will be
under power, performing a range of challenging
machining demonstrations.
For larger turning tasks, the company is showcasing a
Puma 4100LMB and a Puma 700LM, while for small part
production, two Lynx lathes – a Lynx 2100B and a Lynx
220LYSC (a long-bed lathe with Y-axis, sub-spindle and
C-axis capabilities) – are being exhibited.
Eight Doosan machining centres will be on the stand,
comprising: two 5-axis machines (including the DVF 5000
machine launched at EMO 2017, below); a large capacity
NHP4000 horizontal machining centre with a 60-tool
magazine; a VC 3600 twin-table vertical machining centre;
and four of Mills CNC’s best-selling
vertical machining centres from the
DNM-series, which

includes the new, compact DNM 4000 that is making its
UK debut at MACH (above).
One of the DNM machines on view – the DNM 5700 –
will be fitted with RoboJob (Mill-Assist) automated
workpiece load/unload system from Hydrafeed.
Late last year, The CNC Training Academy, Mills CNC’s
independently-operated training arm (see briefs column,
left), concluded a deal with US-based Predator Software
Inc to become its exclusive distributor in the UK and
Ireland. A number of the Doosan machines will be
networked. As well as being able to view real-time status
and access performance metrics of the connected Doosan
machines, visitors can also visit The CNC Training
Academy’s adjacent stand (stand H18-622) for more
information on Predator Software, training and support.
Mills CNC’s stand will be both different and
innovative, designed as a venue within a venue,
complete with roads, street signs and traffic symbols.
The stand floor space is dissected by four
main, suitably-named arterial routes
(Productivity Drive, Fast Lane, Precision
Close and Higher Quality Street) that
enable visitors to quickly and easily view
the 16 machines being exhibited on the
stand, and which provide access to Mills
CNC’s hospitality area – the aptly titled
‘Manufacturers’ Retreat’.
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Productivity for aerospace, oil & gas, & automotive
sectors on offer
Yamazaki Mazak is set to
showcase 13 productivityenhancing solutions from
its world-class portfolio of
machine tool and lasercutting machines (stands
H20-760 & H20-790).
Productivity will be at
the heart of the
company’s MACH 2018
stand, and Mazak will
also use the platform to
showcase its suite of
Industry 4.0 solutions, which were first unveiled at EMO.
The Mazak iSMART Factory works in partnership with
SMOOTH Technology – “the world’s fastest CNC” –
to improve overall equipment effectiveness and facilitate
data-driven manufacturing via the seamless connection
of the factory and office networks (see also p26 of this
issue).
The UK-made VTC-800/30SR is a vertical-spindle,
travelling-column machining centre capable of full 5-axis
contouring, perfectly suited to both aerospace
applications and general subcontract manufacturing
duties. The machine has been designed specifically to
tackle extremely long workpieces, or can be converted
into two separate work areas, enabling pendulum
loading and batch manufacturing. It is equipped with an
18,000 rpm, 35 kW (50% ED) milling spindle, while a
swivelling B-axis spindle head, in conjunction with the
NC rotary table, supports full 5-axis simultaneous
machining.
Alongside will be another aerospace-specific
machine, the HCR-5000S, a 5-axis horizontal machining
centre specifically developed for high speed 5-axis
aluminium cutting. Equipped with a 630 mm diameter
table offering a large 700 mm diameter and 500 kg
workpiece capacity, it has ultra-fast acceleration and a
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high jerk rate, allied to an optional 30,000 rpm, 80 kW
high performance milling spindle.
Finally, also suited to aerospace applications is the
Integrex i-800V/8, which combines full 5-axis milling,
powerful turning operations and pallet-changing
capabilities on a vertical platform. Equipped with a
tilting high power 10,000 rpm, 37 kW main spindle,
the i-800V/8 also benefits from a 45 kW turning table
powered by a direct drive motor for a complete ‘done in
one’ solution.
Turning to the oil and gas sector, the Integrex i-400S
machining centre has been particularly successful in the
oil and gas industry, due to its large machining capacity,
which is “bigger than any other machining centre in its
category”. It can handle workpieces up to 1,519 mm in
length and has a swing of 658 mm diameter.
For the automotive sector, two state-of-the-art
automation set-ups will take in: the Multiplex W-300Y +
GL-200, a twin-spindle, two-turret machine equipped
with super-fast gantry loader that has rapid rates in the
A and B axes of 75 and 160 m/min respectively,
realising a potential 25% reduction in load/unload time;
and the new UK-manufactured Quick Turn 250MY and
TA-12, a ‘plug and play’ turning centre and robotic
machine tending solution (below). Both machine tool
and FANUC M-10iA robot are controlled
via the Mazak SmoothG CNC.
For UK machine users that are
standardising on Siemens control, Mazak
will also be displaying another UK-made
machine from its VTC series – the VTC760C. This has been fitted with Siemens
828D control.
In the laser profiling area, the Optiplex
3015 DDL 4 kW, which utilises a worldfirst Direct Diode Laser technology, offers
outstanding efficiency. It can cut thin
material 20% faster than fibre lasers and
process thick materials with “unsurpassed
surface quality”.

Coolant & monitoring
Jemtech (stand H20-540) will
showcase its best-selling Blaser
Swisslube metalworking fluids
and the state-of-the-art Oracle
fluid management system.
The metalworking fluid selected
to spearhead Jemtech’s MACH
campaign is Vasco 7000, a
vegetable ester-based fluid
specifically designed to machine
exotic and difficult-to-machine
materials that include titanium,
Inconel and stainless steels.
Jemtech additionally provides
a technical consultancy service,
called Liquid Tool Analysis (LTA)
that sees the company analyse
coolant-related machining
issues, such as tool life,
component accuracy and surface
finishes, scrap rates and
machine downtime. These can be
addressed by a better coolant,
with benefits demonstrated.
Oracle fluid management
systems automatically monitor
the volume, pH and
concentration levels in a
connected machine’s sump,
automatically correcting any
deviation. The system also
records and stores data, in the
cloud, on any and all
interventions made, and provides
accurate and continuous records
of ‘what’s going on’ in a machine
tool’s sump, allowing issues to
be made visible and addressed.

Coolant mist removal
Nederman (stand H17-482) will
highlight its Filtac OMF2000
series of extraction units, which
are based around Nederman’s
patent-pending FibreDrain
technology. Specially designed
for continuous operation on
turning, milling and grinding
machine tools, the new OMF
Series will be connected to an oil
mist generating test-rig at the
exhibition to demonstrate how
effective the equipment is at
removing and controlling airborne
oil mist particles within a
machine envelope.
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Automated cell demo
Renishaw (stand H19-430)
will show a high productivity
machining cell, featuring
integrated process control to
demonstrate how high levels
of automation and connectivity
can be incorporated into CNC
machining operations to improve
productivity levels and process
capability. Renishaw’s own
structured approach to identifying
and controlling sources of process
variation before, during and after
machining, results in consistent,
automated and productive
metalcutting. From preventative
machine maintenance and
automated tool and part
setting, through to in-process
measurements and off-machine
gauging for direct process control
and verification, Renishaw
technologies enable fully

automated end-to-end machining
processes, controlled at the point
of manufacture, with zero manual
intervention.
The cell on display replicates
the closed-loop process control
regime that Renishaw uses to
machine parts in its own
production facilities in the UK.
This set-up is in harmony with
Industry 4.0 smart factory needs.

Press hardening expert
AP&T (stand H20-441)
recently delivered its
hundredth press hardening
line for car parts and will
highlight latest
developments in this field,
including sensor-based
process control, which
enables entirely new ways to
customise part features.
AP&T’s total offering also
includes complete
production solutions.
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Single-source supplier of machines
for all industry sectors
With eight machines on display, extending from
twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres through
to high speed 5-axis vertical machining centres,
T W Ward CNC Machinery (Ward CNC – stand
H19-560) will demonstrate how it
represents the ultimate single-source
supply of cost-effective machine tools –
of every size and for customers in all
industry sectors.
Having extensive machine stocks
held at the company’s Sheffield
headquarters and at its Redditch Midlands
and South base (just 20 minutes away from the
NEC), Ward CNC’s success is also based on high levels of
applications engineering expertise and service levels.
Ward CNC exclusively represents in the UK and Ireland
Axile, Hankook, Hartford, Hyundai-Wia, Pinacho,
Soraluce, Takisawa Japan and Takisawa Taiwan. On show
will be the Axile G8 5-axis overhead gantry-type vertical
machining centre (above) that has a proven track record
in industry sectors that include aerospace – where it is
machining turbine blades, for example – but “at a price
for specification few will be able to match”.
This machine has an 800 mm diameter table for
workpieces weighing 1,300 kg, boasts X-, Y- and Z-axis
capacities of 670, 820 and 600 mm, has a positioning
capability of 0.008 mm and a repeatability of 0.004 mm,
while feed rate in X, Y and Z is 60 m/min.
Two HSK A63 motor spindles options are available –
39 kW, 15,000 rpm, 187 Nm and 35 kW, 20,000 rpm,
130 Nm. The spindle has 20 bar through-spindle coolant
as standard, with options of 70 bar and higher. Twin
automatic tool exchange carousels with 32/64, 48/96 or
60/120 tools are available.
The two Hartford open-fronted vertical machining
centres will demonstrate the solid construction build
principles and power of the marque. Both machines
feature the new Hartrol Plus control system, offering
“exceptional user-friendly features to enhance
productivity”.

The Hartford Pro-1000 has a 1,150 by 600 mm
pallet, travels in X, Y and Z of 1,000, 600 and 630 mm,
rapid traverse rates of 20 m/min, cutting feed rate of
12 m/min and an 8,000 rpm, 10 kW spindle (15 kW as
an option). The machine boasts a positioning accuracy of
±0.010 mm and a repeatable accuracy of ±0.003 mm.
Its stablemate, the heavy cutting Hartford HCMC1682 has a 1,750 by 820 mm pallet, travels in X, Y and
Z of 1,600, 820 and 660 mm, with rapid traverse rates of
18 m/min and a cutting feed rate of 10 m/min. A 15 kW
spindle is fitted.
Five Hyundai-Wia machines will also be on the stand.
The LM1800TTSY turning centre with Y-axis and twinspindles/turrets (12 tools each) has 8-in chucks (main
and sub-spindle – both 22 kW) and accommodates
65 mm bar (below). Swing over the carriage is 290 mm
and maximum turning diameters and lengths are 230
and 673 mm respectively.
Continuing the Hyundai-Wia multi-tasking turning
centre theme, the L2000LSY slant-bed CNC lathe has an
8-in main chuck and 6-in sub-spindle chuck, and has
travels of 265 mm in X, and 830 mm in both Y and Z.
The Hyundai-Wia XF-2000 5-axis vertical machining
centre is a 40,000 rpm machine tool having 300 by
300 by 200 mm X, Y and Z capacity, rapid traverse rate
of 50 m/min and 200 mm diameter table able to take
15 kg loads.
Hyundai-Wia’s LV-450 compact VTL with C-axis and
driven tools (12) has a swing of 620 mm and a maximum
turning diameter and length both of 465 mm. The
machine has a 12-in chuck and benefits from a
22 kW, 3,000 rpm spindle.
Completing the Hyundai-Wia display is the iCut
400TD open-fronted, twin 650 by 400 mm pallet/
dual table vertical machining/tapping centre. This
unit has a 14 kW, 12,000 rpm spindle and travels
in X, Y and Z of 520, 400 and 330 mm, respectively.
The iCut 400TD’s automatic toolchanger carries 14 tools
as standard (optionally it can have up to 24 tool
positions) and user-friendly operation is via the
company’s Hyundai-ITROL CNC system.
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Safe die clamping
Roemheld (stand H20-444) will
introduce a new range of wedge
clamping elements (below) having
patented safety bolts, designed to
attach a die-set to the table and
ram of a power press securely,
regardless of whether the tool
edges are straight or angled.
A positive locking action allows
even a heavy upper die to remain
in place during maintenance, or
should the clamping pressure
drop. Having single or dual action,
they exert a force from 25 to
1,250 kN and are virtually
maintenance free.
The clamps move
automatically, making them easy
to operate. A position control
feature verifies closure and release
and reports if no die has been
placed or if the edge is incorrectly
set. They are available to suit
straight and angled die edges and
are designed in a variety of styles.

Show of grinding expertise from The Hardinge Group
The UK debut of a new
Kellenberger universal
grinding machine concept
(right) and a first MACH
appearance for Okamoto
Works under Jones and
Shipman representation are
the highlights of The Hardinge
Group stand (H20-875).
Jones & Shipman
represents the interests of all
members of the Hardinge grinding
brands in the UK – Kellenberger, Hauser, Voumard,
Tschudin and Usach. It is now also the exclusive
distributor for the independent Okamoto Works in the UK.
The newly introduced Kellenberger 100 concept is
based on a modular design and can be tailored to meet
customer requirements at a competitive price. The
machine incorporates key elements of Kellenberger’s Vista
and Vita model ranges, the Jones & Shipman Ultramat
CNC and Ultragrind 1000, as well as the Tschudin T25.
In terms of functionality, the new 100 platform far
exceeds the capabilities of many existing grinding
machines.
The exhibited machine will be the 1,000 mm between

centres variant equipped with a WeFlex
automated load/unload
system supplied by
Wenger AG, an option
that can be fitted to
any Kellenberger
100 derivative.
Also at MACH will
be the latest version of
the UK-built Suprema
Easy cylindrical grinding machine.
A multi-purpose machine with a universal
wheelhead with two external wheels and one internal, the
show machine will be of 1,000 mm capacity, but a longer
1,500 mm capacity version is available. It also benefits
from speed in the set-up of dressing and grinding cycles
via Jones & Shipman’s ‘Easy’ graphical grinding software.
Finally, the Okamoto ACC-63SA surface grinder, an
ideal toolroom machine, will be on the stand. It features a
robust, reinforced construction and 600 by 300 mm table;
both table and cross feeds boast double-V slideways,
ensuring long life and precision maintenance. Standard
features include automatic grinding cycles and intuitive
controls to simply machine operation and boost
productivity.

Open Mind hyperMILL Virtual Machining Center

Polished
performance
Polished performance
Rainford Precision Machines
(stand H19-300) will promote the
Kern Micro Pro, a 5-axis
machining centre that has an
integrated workpiece and
toolchanger, requires less than
4 m2 of floor space and is built for
24/7 operation. Capable of
precision levels well below
5 micron, it requires virtually no
warm-up period. Finecut micro
abrasive waterjet cutting machine
and the new Finespin polishing
and deburring machines, plus
milling, drilling, threading, boring
and special tooling options from
Union Tool, Osawa, Louis Belet,
Hobe, Xactform and Air Turbine
Tools, will also feature.
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Ground-breaking new CADCAM
developments are promised by
Open Mind (stand H17-620). MACH
2018 will be the launchpad for the latest edition
of hyperMILL version
2018.2. New
developments include
the new ‘hyperMILL
Virtual Machining Center’
(right), the ‘Vandurit
rollFEED’ turning method
(see last issue, p10) and
a deluge of additional
new features that will
simplify and enhance
CAM programming and
machining. In addition,
hyperMILL MAXX
Machining performance package will
show how cycle times can be
reduced by as much as 90%.
hyperMILL Virtual Machining
Center creates a perfect virtual
rendering of reality in the machine,
based on NC data. Featuring a bidirectional communication link,

between the machine control and
the hyperMILL Virtual Machining
Center, a new level of process

control and optimisation are offered.
Machining operations can be
reliably evaluated, checked and
optimised before running the job.
This core package is complemented
by ‘Optimizer’ and ‘Connected
Machining’ modules.
The optional Optimizer module

offers functions such as
automatically choosing the best
setting from the wide range of
possible tool angles for multiaxis processing. The
Connected Machining
component implements a bidirectional communication
path between the machine
tool and the CAM
workstation, allowing for an
interactive dialogue between
the program and the
machine.
Actual machining
operations, including
transition movements, are
mapped virtually, allowing for
a comprehensive simulation
to be made. Machine simulation is
carried out with a defined machine
model, taking into account the
workpiece, tool, toolholder, fixtures
and clamps. Axes can be moved
manually in the simulation, with axis
limits indicated and detected
automatically.
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Clean air expert
Oelheld (stand H17-532) is now
the exclusive UK distributor of the
Indusa air filtration, oil mist and
dust extraction systems (below).

The line includes the Elstar
electrostatic separator range, the
Mestar mechanical air filter series,
the Dustar dust filtration units and
the Vlitec media filters. The brand
also incorporates centralised
exhaust air and filter concepts,
the Contral Plant control system,
cyclone separators, suction
collectors and exhaust collectors
as well as pre-filters, electrostatic
precipitators, fans and silencers.
The Elstar electro-filter is
suitable for the removal of oil
mist, emulsion mist, oil smoke,
welding smoke, vapour,
suspended particles, oxidising
smoke agents, as well as aerosols.
The Mestar can freely control
exhaust volume, enabling suction
power to be kept at a set value for
as long as possible, making it the
ideal companion for all kinds of
machine tools.

Additive/subtractive
bureau service first
In the 3D Printing & Additive
Manufacturing Zone, Matsuura
Machinery (stand H6-762) is
supporting the launch of OGM’s
hybrid additive manufacturing
bureau service. A UK first for such
a service, OGM purchased a Lumex
Avance-25 from Matsuura
Machinery in 2017. The machine
has a build volume of 250 by 250
by 300 mm, a maximum work size
of 600 by 600 by 500 mm (X, Y,
Z), a 1 kW laser and 45,000 rpm
spindle. Originally bought to
produce mould tool inserts, it will
now also be used to make a host
of production parts.
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Makino DA300 5-axis, trunnion-type,
vertical-spindle machining centre from NCMT
The new DA300 5-axis, trunnion-type, vertical-spindle
machining centre (below) from Japanese machine tool
builder Makino, supplied in the UK and Ireland by NCMT
(stand H19-640), is
equipped with integral,
direct-drive motors for
the swivelling +30 to
-120° A-axis trunnion
and also for C-axis
rotation of the 340 by
300 mm table, and it
has a 20,000 rpm,
22 kW, HSK-A63
spindle and a 60-tool
magazine. Workpieces
up to 450 mm in
diameter and 400 mm
high with a maximum
weight of 250 kg can
be machined. Standard features include temperature
control via cooling of the machine structure, spindle,
ballscrews, bearings and drives.
At the show, the set-up will include a Cellro robotic
system from Holland for automatically loading and
unloading components, but an Erowa chuck-type pallet
system for automated component handling may be
attached in similar fashion. Makino offers two standard
workpiece pallet systems that can be factory fitted or
retrofitted: a seven-pallet arrangement, expandable in the
field, or a 19-pallet configuration.
A FANUC-based Professional 6 CNC system with

optional Super Geometric Intelligence 5 (SGI.5) and
which provides streamlined screen layouts, operator
assistance and new macros to accelerate productivity will
feature. For example, a novel G-code
drilling cycle can reduce noncutting time by as much as
15% when drilling a typical
hole pattern.
A vision sensor outside the
machine’s work zone detects
broken tools to ensure cutter
integrity without impacting
cycle times.
Other intelligent machine
functions include Inertia
Active Control, designed to
speed machine motions
further, based on dynamic attributes, and Collision Safe
Guard, a real-time crash-avoidance feature that has a
look-ahead function and takes real machining conditions
into consideration.
In addition to this machine, one of Makino’s most
technologically advanced wire-cut EDM models, the U3
H.E.A.T, will be presented. Able to tackle parts up to 770
by 590 by 220 mm and weighing 600 kg, it is designed
for ease of operation, versatility and low operating cost,
with competitive cycle times and high degrees of
accuracy and surface finish said to be easy to achieve.
With the new HyperCut technology and the Hyper-i control,
even novice operators can program and produce top
quality complex components.

Mapal cloud-based tool management & cutting tool news
Mapal (stand H17-420) will
introduce its new c-COM cloudbased data platform, which helps
customers manage tool life better, as
well as launching its extended holemaking line. The arrival of the new
CPR500/510 replaceable-head
reamer with its optimised cooling
channels will be a centrepiece of the
hole-making series. The new CVDcoated reamers will significantly
extend tool life when machining
cast steel.
A new development of the
8-40 mm diameter CPR500/510 is
its cooling sleeve. Cooling is critical
for cast steel machining. The internal
coolant supply is via outlets that
direct fluid at the cutting edges.

Complementing the new
reaming line will be a
complete programme of
ISO indexable inserts for boring
steel, stainless steel and heatresistant cast steel.
The Tritan-Drill-Steel will also be
unveiled, a cost-effective holemaking solution with reliability and
process stability. And Mapal will also
be extending its programme of solid
carbide high performance milling

cutters for roughing applications with
the new OptiMill-Uni-Wave. This fulldepth slot-milling series makes 2xD
cutting possible. Tool life is 50%
longer than for comparable HPC
milling cutters. Diameter range is
from 4-25 mm.
For face-milling operations, MACH
will see the UK arrival of a new
generation of milling tools for cutting
depths up to 4 mm, the new
PowerMill-Blue with replaceable PCD
milling cartridges (pictured), suited to
aluminium machining in the
automotive industry.
Mapal will additionally introduce
other new developments, such as the
new features of the Inibase-M tool
storage and management system.
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Workholding & bar feeding innovation from
1st Machine Tool Accessories
1st Machine Tool Accessories (stand H20-560) will
highlight a new zero-point clamping system (below) from
the Czech Republic, following a new agency agreement
with V-Tech, and Industry 4.0 functionality for bar
magazines manufactured by Iemca.
Allowing easy
integration with existing
workholding equipment
and enabling drastic
reductions in set-up
times, the V-Tech
system is intended
primarily for accurate, safe
clamping of workpieces on
CNC machining centres.
The pneumatic quickchange system features
24 kN self-clamping
retraction of each receiver’s
clamping pin and a positioning
accuracy of better than 5 micron.
Once clamped, pneumatic power is
only required again only for release. Receivers can
accommodate mechanical vices, clamping chucks and
bars, plus special workholding fixtures, with positioning
slots allowing 90° indexing.
Clamping bases are available to hold one, two, four
or six receivers; they are 135 mm in diameter but only
41 mm high.
Iemca, which manufactures short and full-length bar
magazines, now offers an Industry 4.0 connection for
any new Iemca barfeed, allowing constant remote
analysis of its condition and operation. Data is
continuously transmitted via an internet link to a PC,
tablet or smartphone. An Industry 4.0-compliant Boss
bar magazine with bundle loader will be demonstrated.
Other recent innovations include: a 7-in LCD touchscreen as an alternative to the standard hand-held
control on most Iemca products; new software on the
KID 80+ short magazine that allows synchronous
component transfer between the main and sub-spindles
at full speed to reduce cycle times; a new Elite barfeed
that allows full-length bars down to 0.8 mm diameter
to be handled; the Master 80 HD UP, on which bars
weighing up to 1 8 kg are loaded at an ergonomic
height; and the rail-mounted Caddy rack and bundle
system extensions to the Boss barfeed, the former giving
two metres of capacity, while the latter allows two
tonnes of material to be loaded.
Kitagawa’s latest TT150 tilting-type compound table
with 150 mm faceplate will also be present. It is
designed to be interfaced directly with a machining
centre control or operated via a MAC mini controller.
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Featured also will be the heavy duty GT series models
that deliver extreme rigidity, fast operation and
clamping torques up to 2,800 Nm. Dozens of table
variants are available and table diameters range from
100 to 630 mm.
In workholding, there’s the recent
introduction of the KEM series of
expanding mandrels for ID
clamping, which allow full
access to outside component
profiles when machining.
But the company is
well known for Chick
workholding and an
Indexer SubSystem
(ISS – below) will be
demonstrated to
show how more
components can be presented
to a spindle by adding a fourth axis.
A system on a vertical machining centre typically
comprises four Chick Qwik-Lok twin-station workholding
units mounted on the faces of a Multi-Lok square
section column held horizontally between a rotary
indexing table and a tailstock clamped to the machine
table. On a horizontal-spindle, 4-axis centre, the MultiLok is clamped to the rotary table. In this way, a
minimum of eight components can be milled and drilled
in a single CNC program, but if machined soft jaws are
used, many more can be offered to the spindle.
Another Chick product on show will be the latest
lightweight versions of its One-Lok clamping system,
which is a superior alternative to the conventional,
wind-up vice.
Tecnomagnete permanent-electromagnetic clamping
systems and materials handling products will be other
products on show, as will be the range of low-profile
MillTEC Grip magnetic workholding systems for 5-axis
and 5-sided metalcutting applications.
Finally, a Darex XPS-16+ 4-axis CNC drill sharpener
will be demonstrated. Faster and more accurate than its
predecessor, it can process two-fluted high speed steel,
cobalt, carbide and coated bits from 3 to 16 mm
in diameter and can
create any point
angle from 90° to
150° as
standard.

Clamping variety
In addition to its own product,
Gewefa (stand H17-362) will
promote partners Pibomulti, OTTJakob, EWS, Nann and Rineck.
UK debuts will be Gewefa’s M96
ER hydraulic collet chuck securing
concept and a new range of
modular angle-heads from
Pibomulti that offer 30% cost
savings. EWS will be majoring on
its quick-change Varia toolholding
system, OTT-Jakob on its Power
Check pull-force gauge and
accessories, while Nann – whose
range of standard collet chucks is
“still the largest in Europe” – and
Rineck, with its extensive range of
universal heat-shrink clamping
machines, will both be present.
An upgraded induction heating
device for undertaking clamping
and unclamping of cutters in heatshrink toolholders will be the
Rineck highlight, while for Nann its
modular quick-change MZ manual
clamping unit that converts a base
unit from a conventional clamping
head to a dead-length collet
system, a draw-back collet or for
expanding mandrels will be
underlined.

Coolant clean/recycle
Freddy Products’ Micro Plus is
lighter, more mobile and more
cost-effective than earlier models.
It can recycle and clean 50 l of
coolant and return the fluid to the
sump of a machine tool in less
than 60 seconds. With the option
of either a 240 v or 110 v power
source, the motor can generate an
airflow rate of 3,000 m3/h with a
water in-flow rate of 238 l/min
and an outflow rate of 100 l/min.
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Connected machine

Starrag brands band together; Heckert centre stage

Elesa machine
accessories

Starrag UK (stand H17-530) will promote all products
marketed under the Starrag brand, taking in Berthiez,
Bumotec, Dörries, Droop+Rein, Ecospeed, Heckert,
Scharmann, SIP and Starrag, but its focus will be on
Heckert’s affordable, productive, high
speed 4-/5-axis horizontal
machining centres, as well
the Integrated Production
System (IPS), part of
Starrag’s Industry 4.0
offering.
Boasting traverse rates
up to 80 m/min, the
Heckert machines – H45,
H50 and H55, L40, L50,
L55 and X40 – not only
have a smaller footprint of
up to 30% less than
traditional HMCs, which
results in an estimated
15% increase in productivity per
unit area, but they also boast: acceleration rates of
1.2 G; tool change (chip-to-chip) times down to 2.2 sec;
and pallet change times down to 8.5 sec.
Modular design enables the use of different pallets –
400 or 500 mm – while spindle and column options allow
support either highly dynamic machining of, for example,
aluminium (universal HSK63 spindle on a lightweight
aluminium column) or a high torque HSK100 unit (steel
column) for processing materials such as titanium.
The result is an affordable machine range that is
“incomparable in terms of speed and productivity”, can

Central to its Industry 4.0
presentation Heidenhain (stand
H18-545) will demonstrate its
Connected Machining system of
production, in which all work
steps are digitally networked via
its TNC milling controls. Design,
programming, simulation and
production planning staff, as
well as machinists on the
shopfloor, are able to access all
order and job-related
information. It enables efficient
exchange of data and creates a
paperless environment, right
through to the manufacture and
despatch of components.
Core components of
Connected Machining are:
Remote Desktop Manager that
accesses all Windows
applications; StateMonitor that
establishes a connection to
enterprise resource planning and
production control systems on a
company network; DNC
interface; and expanded display
function Extended Workspace.
A scenario will be presented,
based on a Heidenhain TNC 640
milling control.

Elesa (stand H6-72) standard
machine elements will take in
the IP65-7 direct dial digital
position indicators with
electronic mechanisms for easy
set-up and readout. This is
coupled with the Elesa wireless
spindle positioning system that
enables faster, more reliable
machine set-up by use of a
wireless connected
profile controller that
displays the initial set
up values on each of
up to 36 electronic
position indicators.
LMHD hygienic
levelling feet (EHEDG
certified) and the
Elesa IP67 CFSW
safety switch and
hinge unit will also
feature.
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easily be configured to user demands and is available on
extremely short delivery timescales, within just 12 weeks.
Heckert H40, H50, H55 have X, Y and Z axes travels of
560, 650 and 680 mm (H40); 700, 750 and
780 mm (H50 and H55); accommodate
workpieces up to 900
mm high and weighing
600 kg (H40) and 800
kg (H50 and H55);
spindles up to 20,000
rpm and torque values
of up to 453 Nm.
Heckert L40, L50,
L55 have X, Y and Z
axes travels of 560, 550
and 680 mm (L40);
700, 550 and 780 mm
(L50 and L55);
accommodate workpiece
heights up to 600 mm and loads of
600 kg (L40) and 800 kg (L50 and L55);
and boast spindle speeds up to 20,000 rpm and torque
values of up to 453 Nm.
The Heckert X40 has X, Y and Z axes travels of 700,
750 and 750 mm; accommodates workpiece heights of
500 mm and loads of 400 kg; and has spindle speeds up
to 30,000 rpm and torque values of up to 350 Nm.
In all cases there’s an optional NC rotary table (up to
900 rpm) for turning operations in the same set-up, and
all machines can be supplied as 4- or 5-axis models. Tool
magazine options are available up to 320 tools, and a
compact pallet system is also offered.

Geo Kingsbury: established portfolio + new additions
Geo Kingsbury (stand H7-244) will
promote: Index and its subsidiary,
Traub, which offer CNC single- and
multi-spindle lathes; Hermle, which
builds 3- to 5-axis machining
centres; and four large prismatic

metalcutting machine
manufacturers, Burkhardt +
Weber (below),
F Zimmermann, SHW and
Waldrich Coburg. The
latter ranges are handled
by Geo Kingsbury’s
Large Prismatic
Machines division in
Warwick.
Geo Kingsbury’s
Grinding Technology division,
also based at its Midlands
facility, represents Haas
Schleifmaschinen
Schleifmaschinen grinders,
which are much used in the
medical
medical sector
sector in Ireland,
where Geo Kingsbury has a
Belfast office, while in the UK,

sales of the machines have
seen rapid growth in the
aerospace industry,
particularly in the
competitive field of
turbine blade tip and root
grinding.
The latest addition to
the company’s portfolio is
its exclusive distributorship
for AddUp Global Additive
Solutions (above), a joint venture
owned by two giants of French
industry, Michelin and the Fives
industrial engineering group.
Powder-bed additive techniques
that Michelin developed for tyre
mould production are now
available to companies in the UK.
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Fast measurement focus

A nimble, large-scale portable
laser scanner will be among a raft
of new measurement solutions
launched by Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence (stand
H18-430). The Leica Absolute
Scanner LAS-XL not only offers a
scan-line width of up to 600 mm
and measurement stand-off
distance of up to a full metre,
but also accuracy to within 150
microns. Its expanded
measurement field plus its point
acquisition rate means
components and assemblies such
as large blade surfaces or aircraft
and rail carriage interiors can be
fully digitised faster than ever
before.

Speed is also the hallmark of
Hexagon’s Romer Absolute allpurpose, portable measuring arm,
which will be demonstrating its
rapid 3D data capture capability
with its new integrated RS4
scanner. Thanks to an ultra-wide
laser strip of up to 150 mm, the
RS4 scanner is able to acquire
752,000 points per second,
reducing the number of passes
required to fully scan a part.
In addition, Hexagon’s stand
will showcase its new, fully
automatic Senmation sensor
exchange system on a Leitz
PMM-Xi ultra-high accuracy, coordinate measuring machine. The
system supports a swift, seamless
exchange between different
sensing technologies.
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GF Machining Solutions majors on 5-axis milling,
EDM & laser texturing
GF Machining Solutions
(stand H20-460) will
exhibit six machines – two
AgieCharmilles wire-cut
EDM machines (a CUT P
550 and a CUT 1000);
two Mikron 5-axis
machining centres (a Mill
P 500U and a HSM 200U
LP); an AgieCharmilles
Form P 350 EDM die-sink
machine integrated with a
System 3R WorkPartner 1+
automation system; and
an AgieCharmilles Laser P
400 laser texturing
machine.
Staff will be available to discuss
other areas, such as micromachining, additive manufacturing
and dedicated 5-axis machining of
turbine blades, impellers, blisks etc.
The AgieCharmilles CUT P 550
boasts a new, intelligent IPG
(Intelligent Power Generator) that
improves cutting performance (from
previous models) by an impressive
20%. It also features a number of
‘onboard’ automation solutions. The
CUT P 550 has sophisticated thermostabilisation technology (delivering
accuracies down to 2 micron and
surface finishes down to Ra 0.08
micron), advanced taper cutting
accuracy via its Expert systems and
improved energy-saving Econowatt
functionality. Also highlighted will be
Smart wire technology that sees
EDM wire embedded with radio

frequency (RFID) chips that helps
minimise human error in identifying
the correct wire, and improves
process quality and reliability, stock
and process traceability and part cost
calculation.
The AgieCharmilles CUT 1000
takes ultra-high-accuracy wire EDM
machining to a new dimension by
eliminating potential pitch and
positioning errors and, as a
consequence, is ideal for micromachining applications. Automatic
Wire Changer (AWC) enables, via its
two-wire spool configuration,
automated change between large
and small diameter wires for main
cuts and finishing passes. CUT 100’s
onboard Job Management System
allows insertion into the machine’s
production schedule of urgent jobs,
while an Integrated Vision Unit (IVU
Advance) speeds up pre-setting

operations and performs inprocess measurement and
scanning of the machined
contour.
The AgieCharmilles
FORM P 350 with System
3R WorkPartner 1+
automation system delivers
“unrivalled performance”,
irrespective of the electrode
material (copper or graphite)
and supports everything from
faster rib machining to
micro-machining.
The 3- or 5-axis LASER P
400 is specifically designed
for small parts and mould inserts (in
low volumes), and is supported by a
fully digital process for machining
complex parts. It and can be used for
texturing and engraving anything
from watches and jewellery, through
to mould inserts and cutting tools.
Turning to milling and the Mikron
MILL P 500U is a ultra-highperformance 5-axis machining centre
that offers powerful and dynamic
material removal capabilities, thermal
stability and high stiffness, to deliver
unrivalled precision and surface
finish on complex parts.
The HSM 200U LP 5-axis
machine brings speed, efficiency,
precision and superior surface
finishes to the machining of small,
complex components, including
medical implants and other highly
detailed parts, with surface finishes
down to Ra 0.05 micron possible.

High accuracy turning at small- and medium-size levels
Tornos (stand H19-312) will
introduce its SwissNano turning
centre for small part machining and
debut its MultiSwiss 8X26. Having a
space envelope of 1.8 by 0.65 by
1.6m (L, W, H), the SwissNano
boasts an X1/Y1 tooling platten with
seven turning tools of maximum
shank dimensions of 8 by 8 mm and
four end-mounted tools with a

diameter up to 16 mm,
as well as another three
end-mounted tools for
counter-operations.
A precision tool setting
system using a sensor and
feeler probe supports tool positioning
to within 3 to 8 micron, according to
the bar diameter. Optional extras
such as a gear hobbing device,

transverse drilling, HF
spindles and polygon
tools are offered.
The 26 mm bar
diameter MultiSwiss
8X26 is one of a family
of three machines, ranging from 14
to 32 mm spindle sizes. The new
MultiSwiss 8X26 also offers eight
C axes and counter-spindles.
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Rotational workholding innovations from Hainbuch
Hainbuch (stand H19-120) will
debut at MACH its new range of
TOPlus and Spanntop mini chucks.
The TOPlus system (right) has a ring
of attachment holes to secure the
jaw module, while Spanntop uses an
adaptor ring. The Mando Adapt
mandrel and the corresponding jaw
module already work with the new
Spanntop mini.
Spanntop and TOPlus Mini are
offered with a full through-bore plus
a variety of standard lengths to suit
all machine types and drawtube
configurations. This new range gives
maximum flexibility for OD clamping
via the clamping head and ID
clamping with the mandrel adapting
Mando Adapt system, whilst
complete jaw clamping can be
accommodated with the new jaw
adapting module.
At MACH 2018, Hainbuch will
also introduce a new Mando Adapt
series of adapters that will work in
harmony with all TOPlus systems.
A debut will also be given to

Hainbuch’s Magnet Module,
developed for processing
complicated components or thinwalled parts. They are compatible
with standard Hainbuch workholding
chucks, including TOPlus and
Spanntop systems. Super-strength
magnets provide a holding force of
up to 140 N/cm². Suitable for use
with the Hainbuch range of ‘pull-

back’ clamping devices, the Magnet
Modules can be set-up in the
machine tool in less than 30
seconds and offer change-over
accuracy of 2 micron.
Also highlighted will be the
Centrex face drive attachment, which
is ideal for where machining a
workpiece over its entire length is
required.

Clean air expert
Filtermist (stand H17-430) will be
showcasing the products and
services available through its newly
acquired divisions Multi Fan
Systems and Dustcheck Ltd.
Multi Fan Systems designs and
installs air movement and air
pollution control systems,
Dustcheck (below) claims to be
the UK’s leading manufacturer of
quality industrial dust collectors
and industrial air filtration systems.
Filtermist is well known for its oil
mist filters, of course. Says
Filtermist MD James Stansfield:
“Having Dustcheck and Multi Fan
on board means we are able to
target a wide range of new
markets, but MACH is very much
focused on Filtermist’s core market
– engineering and manufacturing
firms that use machine tools.
Both companies offer a range of
products and services to this
sector and people that ‘know’
Filtermist may be surprised to find
out exactly what we now offer.”

Mecof portal 5-axis debut & adhesive workholding
NCMT (stand H19-640) will launch
the Mecof Umill 1500, a portal,
5-axis vertical machining centre that
has mill-turn and high speed options.
It has a 1,500 by 1,500 by 1,100
mm working envelope and does not
require special foundations.
Umill machines mark a departure
for Mecof, whose previous entry
point was machines with 4 m in X,
rising to 20 m.
For the Umill 1500 there is a
choice of spindles, either an HSK
100-A/T, 58 kW, 12,000 rpm
version delivering up to 372 Nm of
torque, an HSK 63-A, 63 kW, 20,000
rpm, 125 Nm alternative, or an ISO
50, 48 kW, 6,000 rpm, 750 Nm
mechanical spindle. A-axis head
positioning is in a plane at an angle
to the table, allowing deployment of
the spindle from horizontal to vertical,
as well as undercutting at up to 15°.
There is a choice of two torque-
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motor-driven rotary tables: the 1,400
by 1,200 mm milling table has a
20 rpm drive, a maximum torque of
3,000 Nm and accepts workpieces
weighing up to 4.5 tonnes; the 1,400
mm diameter mill-turn table offers
260 rpm, the same torque and
supports 3.5 tonnes.
Rapid feed rates are up to 60 m/
min in the linear axes, the tool
magazine can have 80, 120 or 200
pockets and control is by Heidenhain
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640HSCI or Siemens 840D sl.
Adhesive workholding (left) will
be demonstrated on Okuma and
Makino machines. The Blue Photon
system is ideal for securing
awkwardly-shaped parts for tighttolerance machining and inspection.
The process involves applying an
adhesive that is cured by ultraviolet
light via an LED spot curing system.
The adhesive contact points can be
sheared to free the workpiece by
rotating the gripper pins in the fixture
plate with a spanner. The residual
adhesive can be removed by the
application of hot water or steam.
In an example where a turbine
blade is held in a fixture
incorporating four gripper inserts,
material removal rate exceeded that
achieved when the blade was
mechanically clamped, as clamping
pressure had to be limited to avoid
component distortion and marking.

Fire suppression
Firetrace (stand H20-17) has a
range of automatic fire
suppression systems for protecting
all types of automated machinery.
The systems don’t need complex
electronic detectors or panels and
operate simply using pneumatics.
This alleviates the need for
separate power supplies or battery
back-ups and also makes the
entire system fail-safe. A choice of
extinguish agents is available to
suit each application and the
systems easily interface with a
machine’s stop circuit, extraction/
ventilation equipment and alarm
system.
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600 UK turning & milling
Among the new products from 600
UK (stand H6-565) will be a range
of multi-axis CNC turning centres
that replace the Tornado range.
The new Clausing MillPWR CNC
milling machine (below) will be
fully demonstrated at the show,
with its conversational Acu-Rite
MillPWR G2 control allowing the
programming of prototypes and
small batches of components
within minutes a highlight. In
addition, 600 UK’s Industry 4.0
package, initially targeted at
Colchester and Harrison centre
lathes, as well as MultiTurn and
Alpha CNC lathes, will also be
demonstrated, fitted to a
Colchester Triumph centre lathe.
A Harrison Alpha XS manual/CNC
lathe will also be on view.

Automation
specialist
Automation specialist
RARUK Automation (stand H19238) is sole UK distributor of TM
Robotics’ SCARA and Cartesian
robots, offering these alongside
newly-added MiR customisable
mobile robots and its established
collaborative Universal Robots
(UR) offer. A TM Robotics’ SCARA
systems will be demonstrated with
FlexiBowl bowl feeder. Three
Universal Robots will be
demonstrated, all complete with
Robotiq grippers, vision system
and force torque sensors. The new
ProFeeder unit, a compact, mobile
and modular robot load/unload
cell will be one example. Finally,
the MiR200 autonomously
transports a load of up to 200 kg
and can be customised with top
modules such as bins, racks, lifts,
conveyors or a Universal Robot.
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WNT highlights developments
from its 55,000 standard item tally
Visitors to stand H19-500 will be able
to catch up on cutting tool,
toolholding and workholding
innovations from WNT (Part of the
Ceratizit Group).
Several ‘New to MACH’ products
highlighted are just a snapshot of the
more than 55,000 articles available
as standard from WNT.
S-Cut UNI – these solid carbide
milling cutters feature a combination
of an S-curve cutting edge and
irregular pitch, delivering high
performance. The variable helix angle
geometry supports an extremely
smooth cutting action, which in turn
has a positive impact on tool life and
surface quality, as vibration is
minimised. Higher depths of cut at
large angles of engagement are
possible, while cutting data can also
be increased to reduce cycle times.
The WNT S-Cut UNI series is suitable
for universal applications, taking in
materials such as steel and stainless
materials.
BT-FC – this double-contact
toolholder system offers increased
rigidity through face-and-taper
contact, greatly reducing axial
deviation. For example, under heavy
cutting conditions generating lateral
forces of 5 kN, a standard taper
holder would deviate by over 100
micron. Under the same conditions,
a WNT BT-FC holder reduces that
deviation to around 60 micron.
Similarly, movement in the Z-axis is
eliminated; 0.03 mm at high spindle
speeds, when using conventional
toolholding systems. Extended
spindle life and reduced vibration are
benefits, with oxidisation of the
toolholder surface reduced. Lower
vibration also enhances part surface.
Monstermill PCR UNI (above) –
this solid carbide milling cutter
enables precise, process-secure,
ramping/plunge milling at high
angles, or extreme chip volumes
during full-width slot milling. This is
achieved thanks to a new four-flute,
tip centring geometry that delivers
powerful and extremely quiet milling

across a range of materials, including
steel, stainless steels and cast iron.
The cutters excel at roughing and
finishing, as well as vertical plunging,
achieved courtesy of the patented
142° centring tip in the centre of the
end cutting edge, making rapid
centring possible without having to
perform helical milling in advance.
Users can now create holes on
sloping surfaces, avoiding separate
milling and drilling operations.
With its four cutting edges,
MonsterMill PCR UNI has an
advantage over conventional plunge
milling cutters with only three flutes.
Feed rates can be up to a third
higher, with feed/tooth rates of up to
0.137 mm/rev achievable for
ramping/plunging, slotting and
profiling operations. Despite the high
cutting data, process security
remains high, thanks to the special
core geometry that has been
designed to break chips and prevent
spiral chips forming during plunging
and drilling. This cutter design also
creates a quieter cutting process,
thanks in part to the irregular flute
pitch and helix angle on the milling
cutter that has the effect of preventing
the tool from oscillating and vibrating,
even when high ramping angles of up
to 45° are being used.
MiniMill carbide grooving – suited
to grooving, back-chamfering and
thread-milling, the cutters have seen

further development since MACH
2016, with new geometries delivering
improved performance, surface
quality and process security when
milling grooves and slots. These
changes include ‘Twisted teeth’ that
create a much softer cut as the tool
enters the material. In addition, this
cross-pitch on the cutting edges
reduces vibration, even where large
overhangs are required or where the
part has thin walls or is unstable. The
design also aids swarf removal, which
in turn improves surface quality,
eliminating the need for finishing
cuts in many applications. By
removing swarf from the work area,
the new geometry also enhances tool
life and process security.
The extended range is available
in WNT’s proven CWX500 grade of
carbide, an ideal all-round grade for
a wide range of materials, including
steel, stainless steel, cast iron and
non-ferrous materials. The carbide
cutting heads are available for circlip
and general groove milling from
1.5 mm up to 6 mm width, backchamfering and in metric and
Whitworth threads. The carbide
cutters can be attached to a variety
of holders, allowing grooves and
threads to be cut in bores as small as
10 mm diameter. The cutter design
also ensures precision location of the
cutting edge when mounted on the
holder.
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Sawing & storage
KASTO will exhibit the KASTOwin
pro AC 5.6, a high performance,
economically priced bandsaw
optimised for use with either
tungsten carbide tipped (TCT) or a
bimetal blades. The KASTOwin pro
AC 5.6 offers short cutting times,
long blade life and intuitive
operation. Compared to standard
KASTOwin machines, it can
increase production efficiency by
between 50 and 100%, more in
some instances. Maximum size of
stock that can be cut is 560 mm
and the smallest dimension is
25 by 25 mm.
Also making its first MACH
show appearance is a range of
swing-frame, pivoting-bow
bandsaws for workshops,
KASTOmicut. Four model variants
are available: manual (P 2.6);
manual clamping with hydraulic
downfeed (E 2.6); hydraulically

actuated clamping and downfeed
(U 2.6); and fully automatic (A
2.6) with ballscrew-driven material
feed, carbide blade guides and an
optional chip conveyor. The saws
supersede six machine models in
the KASTOpractical and
KASTOfunctional series.
Energy-efficient storage tower
KASTOecostore (above) provides a
compact, standardised solution for
automated storage and retrieval
of material. KASTOecostore is
available in two variants: one for
sheet materials up to 1.5 m deep
by either 3 or 4 m wide, and a
second, a new announcement,
for bar and other long stock
measuring up to 6.5 m.
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Guhring brings tooling premières to a UK audience
Guhring (stand H18-540) will give
UK exhibition premières to three new
turning systems, Ratio Line milling
cutters, RF100 Diver end-mills,
Pionex next-generation taps and
GTMS tool software system.
The new turning systems are the
104 and 106 Series for grooving,
boring, broaching and threading, and
the 305 system, an interchangeable
indexable insert for external and
internal machining. For the 104 and
106 systems, there are new insert
additions supporting a range of
diameters, radii and lengths. For the
305 Series, MACH will introduce an
entirely new indexable insert with
sintered rake geometry, an increased
range of inserts and new clamping
holders for sliding-head machines,
as well as modular systems.
Moving to milling and the new
Ratio line of roughing end-mills with
flat crested geometry and an
optimised roughing profile
demonstrate 60% longer service life.
They drastically increase material
removal rates with their
asymmetrical cutting flutes that
reduce cutting pressure, compared
to other cutters, which makes them
suitable for use on low power
machine tools or machines with
unstable fixturing. Large flutes
ensure optimum chip removal and
high process reliability.

RF100 Diver series end-mills
have been enhanced with the
introduction of optimised internal
cooling channels and a programme
expansion for ramp drilling, grooving,
rough finishing and finish milling.
This sees bore cooling for drilling
operations via axial cooling
channels, and in the case of milling
applications, radial cooling
channels. As it is suitable for five
operations with just one tool, the RF
100 Diver is for customers with
constantly changing requirements.
The series’ front and peripheral
geometry has been updated through
FEM optimisation that will enhance
lubrication and chip removal
efficiency. This delivers 40% longer
tool life on sticky materials and
stainless and heat-resistant
materials. Furthermore, the
enhanced RF100 Diver series is

ideal for process-safe drilling,
ramping and HPC milling.
The new Pionex next generation
taps incorporates a new polygon
shape that draws 30% less torque.
They are based on a newly
developed powder-metallurgy cutting
tool material that demonstrates
higher wear resistance and also
feature a special surface treatment
with a TiCN coating for longer tool
life. Additionally, this new line has
significantly improved lubrication
grooves that further contribute to
extending tool life and boosting
surface quality.
Industry 4.0 will also be a focal
point for Guhring, with
enhancements to its software-based
tool management system. Through
its tool management software,
GTMS, Guhring provides its
customers with the necessary data
for a transparent machining process.
The newly programmed GTMS tool
software system has been redeveloped with a user-friendly
design. As well as a new web
interface, it offers a number of new
features to guarantee delivery of the
right product at the right time, in the
right place and displayed in realtime as a transparent ‘digital tool
circuit’. The GTMS system is
available with the TM 326, TM 426
and TM 526 variants.

Richer detail captured
Faro Technologies (stand H19 140160) will be giving a MACH debut to
“the world’s most innovative
portable coordinate measuring
machine (PCMM)”. The QuantumS
Arm allows manufacturers to easily
verify product quality by performing
actions such as 3D inspections,
dimensional analysis, CAD
comparison, tool certification and
reverse engineering. Combined with
Faro FAROBlu Laser Line Probe HD,
it boasts impressive measurement
consistency when performing both
contact and non-contact scans. The

capture of more in richer
detail at an increased
speed are benefits.
The new Faro Laser
Tracker Vantage product
family will also be
present. These Laser
Trackers set a new
price/performance
standard for challenges
in the areas of largescale metrology.
Finally, the new TracerM laser
projector can reduce expensive
delays associated with the alignment

and assembly of large components.
By projecting 0.5 mm wide laser
line onto a 2D/3D surface or
object, this ‘virtual template’
enables quick and accurate
positioning of objects.
Other Faro products
shown will include the
Cobalt Array Image,
Design Scan Arm and
the Faro Focus, while
the company’s latest
software versions will
also be a feature of
the stand.
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Touch-screen
Heidenhains
The first Heidenhain milling
control to be made available with
a touch-screen was the TNC 620
mid-range CNC system, launched
in the UK mid-2017. It will be on
show for the first time at MACH
2018, along with a similar, nextgeneration version of the top-end
TNC 640 control, unannounced
until now (stand H18-545).

Drilling & milling unit
For Emmegi (stand H7-350),
much of the focus will be on the
Tekna 944 CNC machining
centre – a flexible, heavy duty
option with a mobile gantry. This
4-axis machine, designed for
drilling, milling and threading
aluminium or steel sections,
features a high torque electro
spindle. This moves along the
A-axis, machining on three faces
through a full 180º. The Tekna
944-4 comes with a choice of
four- or 12-piece tool magazine
and is compatible with a
Renishaw probe. At MACH, it will
be on display in a 4 m size, but a
7 m is available. A range of
precision cutting saws that can

Industrial Tooling Corporation underlines own &
partner tooling programmes
Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC –
stand H20-650) will have the new
‘micro milling’ product extensions
from ITC, a raft of new indexable
insert milling solutions from Widia
and new product lines from BIG
Kaiser, many of them receiving
their world or UK première, the
company advises.
At last year’s EMO, BIG
Kaiser launched four new
product innovations that will all
be shown at MACH 2018.
Among these are the new EWE
digital fine boring head with
wireless (right) connection that,
via a smartphone and tablet
app, offers simplified tool
monitoring and configuration.
This helps operators determine
optimal cutting parameters and also
displays changes in cutting
diameters. Furthermore, it logs the
tool adjustment history for future
reference.
A new line of EWN fine boring
heads is also to be unveiled.
Capable of boring holes from 0.4 to
152 mm diameter, it incorporates a

large dial disc for parallax-free
reading, allowing diameter
adjustments of 0.001 mm. Available
for DV, HSK, BT and BIG Capto
spindle configurations, the EWN is

offered with a complete line of
boring heads for the “most precise
boring solution that money can buy”.
BIG Kaiser’s Base Master Series
precision touch-sensor line can
determine workpiece off-sets and
tool length. It is easily mounted on
workpiece surfaces or machine
tables and can support precision
levels of ±1 micron.

The BIG Kaiser CTL-90 is a new
compact centring tool designed for
small lathes and turning centres. The
CTL-90 has a stationary dial gauge
that faces the machine operator at
all times, rather than
rotating with the spindle of
the lathe. Over a stroke of
2 mm, precise adjustment
to within 10 micron is
achieved even when the
spindle is rotating at a
speed of up to 100 rpm.
ITC’s stand will have a
wealth of product offerings
that will include the FullCut
Mill, “the most
comprehensive precision
boring and hole-making
line”, as well as the ultra-high-feed
C-Cutter Mini and C-Cutter for
chamfer machining. The new
C-Cutter Mini marks the introduction
of the world’s smallest hex insert,
having a diameter of 3.97 mm. This
enables back-chamfering from a
6 mm starting hole diameter, whilst
the three-corner insert design
reduces costs.

Cutter sharpening & resharpening expert Vollmer has news

include everything from an
automatic saw with NC bar feeder
to a manual single-head chopsaw will also be featured.

Dormer Pramet display
Dormer Pramet (stand H6-562 )
will have more than 750 products
on display from across its range.
Each will be presented on ISO
themed displays, making it quick
and easy for visitors to identify
relevant tools. Particular
highlights include the Force X
drilling and Force AD milling
ranges.
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Vollmer UK (stand H20-160) will
give a UK exhibition première to the
latest Vgrind 360 tool grinding
machine (right), plus the Loroch
K850-M for metalcutting saw blade
processing.
The next-generation Vgrind 360
is the successor to the Vgrind 160
model and is equipped with
enhanced travel distances for
accommodating carbide drills and
milling cutters having bodies up to
200 mm diameter. With its two
vertical spindles, users can produce
large numbers of milling cutters and
drills quickly and precisely.
This spindle arrangement
improves precision, as the cutting
tool is only ever machined on the
fixed bearing side of the wheel set.
Furthermore, the grinding wheel set is

always located on the C-axis pivot;
this drastically improves the
precision of the sharpening process.
With this configuration located upon
a polymer concrete foundation,
unparalleled damping and vibration
characteristics are claimed. Two
grinding spindles can be loaded with

different tools, whilst an optional
tool magazine with eight grinding
wheel packs allows tools on the
vertical spindles to be
automatically changed. And with
five CNC axes that have short
travel distances and swivel ranges
for all axes, processing times and
non-productive times are
slashed. NUMROTOplus software
offers extensive options for the
production and re-sharpening of
tools, too.
At MACH, it will be demonstrated
with the HPR 250 free-arm robot
loading facility, although other
automation solutions are available,
such as the HP 160 pallet magazine
that can supply up to 272
workpieces in support of around-theclock, unsupervised machining.
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Gaining real benefit with CGTech’s Vericut

EDM technology advance
Sodi-Tech EDM will show Sodick’s
new wire eroder, the ALC400G
(above), which is making its MACH
debut, as well as an automated
manufacturing cell that combines
Sodick’s die-sink AG60L with an
Erowa Robot. The ALC400G
incorporates Sodick’s latest digital
innovations, including its Smart
Linear and Smart Pulse
technologies – all in a small
footprint machine. The new ALC
range demonstrates significant
advances in cutting speed,
accuracy and surface finish.
The AG60L die-sink machine will be
served by an Erowa Robot
Compact 80 that can transfer loads
of up to 80 kg – electrodes and
workpieces – has an integrated
loading station and can serve
either one or two machines.

Marked presence
Trumpf (stand H19-34) will focus
on its laser marking systems,
showing a TruMark Station 3000 for
components up to 440 by 200 by
350 mm and weighing up to 12 kg.
It suits small- and medium-sized
production runs for those wishing to
integrate the marking process into
their own manufacturing.

Machines & accessories
YMT (stand H19-600) will be
demonstrating a Hedelius 5-axis
machine, two YCM machining
centres (one a 3-axis, the other a
full 5-axis machine), a Goodway
CNC turning centre and an Erowa
automation system. These will be
fitted with a range of YMT
accessories. New will be the
‘Detron 5th Axis’ GFA210-S CNC
rotary table. The company’s ‘5th
Axis RockLock’ zero-point fixtures
will also feature.
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CGTech will be promoting Vericut
V8.1. Vericut is the world’s leading
independent machine simulation,
verification and optimisation
software, simulating all types of CNC
machining, including drilling and
trimming of composite parts,
waterjet, riveting, robots, mill-turn
and multi-axis machine tools.
It operates independently, but
can also be integrated with
leading CADCAM systems,
including Dassault Systemes’
CATIA, Siemens’ PLM NX,
Autodesk’s PowerMill and
FeatureCAM, Vero’s EdgeCAM, DP
Technologies’ Esprit, CNC Software’s
MasterCAM, Missler’s TopSolidCAM
and Open Mind’s hyperMILL.
A focus for the exhibition will be
the time savings that can be
achieved using the comprehensive
capabilities of Vericut. As managing
director Tony Shrewsbury explains:
“In today’s globally competitive
environment, software verification is
essential to the ability of any
manufacturing business to attain the
goals of producing on-time, high
quality parts at a minimum cost.
Vericut helps companies achieve
these goals in five significant areas.”
The first area is in the avoidance
of collisions, scrap parts and broken
tools. Machine simulation within
Vericut detects collisions and nearmisses between all machine tool
components.

The software can also speed the
introduction of a new machine tool.
As the software version of any
machine tool identically reflects the
static and dynamic attributes of the

actual machine, any company can
virtually operate any machine before
it is installed.
Vericut also offers an answer to
capacity shortage. Says Shrewsbury:
“Every machine shop has to
introduce and prove new NC
programs at some point. For most
engineering companies around 10 to
15% of a machine tool’s spindle time
is allocated to this. On a single
10-hour shift, working 20 days per
month with 12 CNC machine tools,
this equates conservatively to 240
lost hours. Assuming the machine is
charged out at a very reasonable
£70 per hour, that’s £16,800 worth
of lost production time. So, the cost
for a shop manually proving-out
programs is over £201,000 per
year.”
And as Vericut uses the same NC
code to drive the machine model as

that used by the actual machine, it
accurately reflects what the machine
will do in the physical world, giving
users the confidence that a proven
program will run without any
problems, once any errors have
been corrected.
Of course, the software also
optimises a CAM program to
modify feed rates to make the
toolpath faster and more
efficient. And this capability has
been enhanced through the
introduction of the new Force
module. This is a physics-based
optimisation method that determines
the maximum reliable feed rate for a
given cutting condition, based on
four key factors: force on the cutter;
spindle power; maximum chip
thickness; and maximum allowable
feed rate. It calculates ideal feed
rates by analysing tool geometry and
parameters, material properties of
the stock and cutting tool, detailed
cutting tool geometry, and VERICUT
cut-by-cut contact conditions.
Force interpolates cutting
conditions using a proprietary set of
material coefficients to account for
material strength and the effects of
friction and temperature. The
materials data is generated by actual
machining tests and does not rely on
extrapolating from finite element
analysis results, giving the most
accurate cutting force calculations
available today, CGTech claims.

Ellesco’s deburring, weld dressing & polishing display
Ellesco (stand H20-740) will have
four Timesavers machines on show,
ranging from the entry-level 10
series manual grinder (right), a costeffective and low vibration
alternative to conventional grinding
and deburring, through to the new
32 series 1100 WRB machine
equipped with a combination of
abrasive belt and rotary brushes for
optimum automated deburring. The
former has a 1,300 by 800 mm
work surface and can process parts

up to 960 mm high. The latter has
an 1,100 mm wide working area.
Additionally, for 3D components,
inside and out, Ellesco will continue
the deburring focus by featuring the
capabilities of WMS-Engineering,
a world-leader in automated and
robotic deburring systems. WMS has
provided customers both standalone and automated systems.
While deburring takes centre
stage, Ellesco will also exhibit
machines suitable for weld dressing,

re-finishing and polishing in the form
of a KBM long-belt grinding machine
for weld dressing and an Autopulit
CNC polishing cell,
which will underline
the levels of surface
finish that are
possible.
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Cutting tool innovation promised by Quickgrind
Quickgrind (stand H7-101) will
be giving a MACH debut to a
complete range of new milling
innovations, including “the
ground-breaking” new Mirage,
QPlus, Delta and the Spectre.
The company’s QuickEdge regrinding service, the QuickLab
process analysis and
improvement service, the
QuickVend tool management
solutions and QuickCAM, the
CAM assessment service that
optimises the complete
machining process, will also be
promoted.
The new Spectre solidcarbide end-mills offer feed rate
increases up to six times and
are ideal for rough-machining
operations such as slotting,
pocket milling and contour
machining.

Quickrind’s new Mirage
Series of solid carbide, fourflute end-mills are said to be
capable of outperforming
competitor products on
stainless steel, super-alloys
and a selection of nonferrous, high temperature
alloys and cast iron. They can
be applied to roughing,
finishing, slotting and
profiling, as well as trochiodal
milling and HSM processes.
This extensive capability
reduces tool inventory and
costs. Diameters of from 3 to
20 mm are available.
The new Qplus has been
developed to be the
industry’s “most universal
tooling series yet”. The fourflute end-mill offers high
performance levels on steel and cast

iron, whilst the hard-wearing MX
coating makes the Qplus ideal for
high temperature alloys, hardened
steels and non-ferrous materials.
The Qplus series can support rough
to finish machining, slotting,
profiling, trochiodal milling and
much more, so machine shops can
use a single tool for a multitude of
applications and materials.
Delta Series three-flute end-mills
offer extended reach, a unique
geometry and Quickgrind’s Xred
coating that all culminate to deliver
a high performance end-mill suitable
for a variety of materials.
In addition to its tooling,
Quickgrind experts will be on hand to
discuss process improvements,
vending and inventory management,
as well as training and support
packages for educational
establishments.

Scanning is challenging traditional routes, says MSL
Measurement Solutions Ltd (MSL)
will focus on portable metrology and
automated quality control (AQC),
using industrial robots.
The company’s new Portable
Metrology Division, which focuses on
portable hand-held measuring
systems, will be showing the latest
Creaform 3D measurement and
scanning systems. In particular,
the MetraSCAN 3D, which is proving
to be the fastest and most versatile
portable scanning system available,
is able to scan parts from, typically,
300 mm up to 10 m in size. When
paired with the hand-held
HandyPROBE arm-free portable
CMM, the combination provides
everything a metrology engineer
needs, in terms of dimensional
inspection, it is claimed.
In addition, the HandySCAN 3D,
which is still proving to be “the
leading hand-held 3D scanner for
metrology applications”, will be
present. No other scanner can come
close to the accuracy, speed and, in
particular, portability of this “amazing
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hand-held and arm-free scanning
technology”, it is stated.
The firm will show that portable
scanning technologies are now
rivalling traditional measurement
methods, with high speed data
acquisition of around 500,000
points/second and accuracies of
tens of microns possible.
MSL’s new Metrology Integration
Division is dedicated to providing
metrology solutions based on
automated quality control
applications. Irrespective of whether
the requirement is for a
traditional CNC CMM or
for an in-process
industrial robot, the
division’s engineers
have the knowledge
and software tools
to ‘make it
happen’. Using
the latest
Metrolog X4
i-Robot
software as
the common
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software platform, any robot and any
scanning device can be combined
to create a high speed 3D scanning
solution (below). With off-line
programming and simulation
available, plus PLC integration with
device interfaces to directly drive and
control the robot and measuring
equipment, the team is able to offer
the only ‘all-in-one’ measuring
solution for automated quality
control, it claims.
As part of the division’s launch at
MACH, MSL will be showing an
automated robot cell with a 3D
scanner, fully programmed and
directly operated through Metrolog
X4 i-Robot.

Okuma 5-axis model
NCMT (stand H19-640) will
showcase the new Okuma M460V5AX vertical machining centre
(below), the latest model in the
Genos series and the first 5-axis
one in this range. Machining
volume is 762 by 460 by 460 mm.

It is designed to make high
precision parts at impressive metal
removal rates in a compact space.

Emco machines on
display
Emco (stand H17-525) will be
showing: a MaxxMill 350 5-sided
vertical milling centre; a E25
diameter 25 mm and below CNC
lathe with C-axis; a Concept Turn
105 CNC lathe centre with Emco’s
interchangeable CNC system; the
new Emco S65 CNC lathe centre
with 65 mm bar capacity and
C-axis; a FB450 programable
milling machine; and an Emcomat
20D manual centre lathe.

Standard components
Standard component specialist
Norelem (stand H20-236) is
bringing some of its 38,000
products to MACH, to demonstrate
how manufacturers can costeffectively create complex
machines and systems to improve
production efficiency and
performance. At MACH, design
engineers and automation
professionals will be able to talk to
Norelem experts about combining
standard products to solve
manufacturing problems and turn
ideas into reality.
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HERITAGE ENGINEERING PLOUGHING AN UNUSUAL FURROW

ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
whose Andrew Grifﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
rebuilt 1959 Nufﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ

ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
passion
Providing replacement components for Nufﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ one- and 10-off, the SMX 2000 with its
ProtoTRAK control is ideal, although is also
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
perfect for the occasional large batch of
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
repeating parts. However, key to its success

ﬁ

un by husband and wife team Andrew
and Joanna Griffin, Tractor Spare Parts
is based in the picturesque village
of Alstonefield in the Peak District National
Park, but its products travel across the globe,
with customers as far afield as New Zealand,
Australia, Chile and Africa.
It was the combination of Andrew’s
background as a toolmaker and his father’s
passion for the restoration of a Leyland 285
Synchro tractor that saw the business idea
created. When it proved impossible to source
certain parts, Andrew used his skills to make
them and, while he was at it, made a spare
set and sold them on. That was back in 2001
and, from those initial two part numbers, the
business now has an extensive list of
available components, including new, remanufactured or bespoke-made for individual
customers.
As Joanna explains: “We can supply just
about anything and everything, not only for
tractors, but any machinery that uses the
Leyland or BMC engines; from marine
applications to excavators. We like to think
that if we can’t supply it, the customer would
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struggle to get it anywhere. In addition to the
classic tractor market, Andrew also uses his
engineering skills to support the local farming
community, producing one-off parts, providing
a rapid service to keep machinery running.”
To meet this demand for quick turnaround
on low-volume parts, and with his original mill
coming to the end of its life and not
supported by the manufacturer anymore,
Andrew placed an order for a 2-axis XYZ SMX
2000 turret mill (762, 380, 400 mm; X,Y,Z),
specifying the optional DXF converter.
“For many of the parts we make, I have to
create new CAD files, as drawings either
never existed or the originals are long gone,”
he says. “The ability to then export the DXF
file straight to the ProtoTRAK control is a big
advantage. The support available from XYZ is
also a big plus. When the machine first
arrived, I struggled to get to grips with the
DXF side of things and XYZ sent an
applications engineer out to us, here in the
middle of the Peak District, and he spent
time explaining the system, everything fell
into place and now it is second nature.”
With batch quantities typically between
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is the ability to turn parts around quickly from
an extensive catalogue of items and here
Andrew describes the SMX 2000 and
ProtoTRAK as ideal, adding that the business
would be lost without them.
Says Joanna: “The tractor spares side of
the business is all mail order via our website
but, due to the nature of the parts we are
producing and the age of the vehicles they are
being fitted to, there may have been
modifications along the way. Therefore, we
tend to contact customers directly and discuss
what they actually want. These conversations
ensure that they get exactly the part they need
and Andrew can tailor the manufacture of that
part easily with the XYZ SMX mill. We are then
confident to ship it half way around the world
in the knowledge that it will fit.”
For those tractor enthusiasts without the
facility to restore their own vehicles, Tractor
Spare Parts also offers a full restoration and
rebuild service, the latest project, though,
was a personal mission to fully restore
Andrew’s own 1959 Nuffield Universal Three
tractor, which now acts as a showcase of his
rebuilding skills and also of the machined
parts he produces. ■
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YOUR NEXT
AD COULD DIE
FROM POOR
CIRCULATION.
The truth hurts. And an advertisement that doesn’t reach
its market hurts your budget. Which is why you need
accurate, up to date, independently verified circulation
figures. For every publication you advertise in. That’s
precisely what an ABC Certificate of Circulation gives you.
If a publication has one, you’ll know at once how many
people your advertisement will reach. Without the slightest
fear the figures have been fudged. So you can be
economical with your advertising budget. Because the ABC
is never economical with the truth. Visit www.abc.org.uk
TELLING THE TRUTH ABOUT CIRCULATION
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TOOLING UK MANUFACTURERÕS SUCCESS
Exactaform Cutting Tools occupies this state-ofthe-art 44,000 ft2 facility. The company heavily
relies on Vollmer grinding and erosion
machinery

Productivity leap
Since August 2017, Exactaform Cutting Tools now occupies one of the UK’s largest cutting tool
manufacturing facilities. The state-of-the-art 44,000 ft2 facility is effectively a Vollmer grinding and
erosion machine showroom, and its latest investment is setting new standards.

I

n 2012, Exactaform reported annual
growth in the region of 25%, with its then
seven Vollmer machines (https://is.gd/
kahuqu) running up to 158 hours out of a
possible 168 hours in a week, supported
by automation. This level of automation and
company growth has continued over the
last five years, with staffing levels having
risen from 13 to 63 and turnover almost
quadrupling from £2 million to £7 million.
At the frontline of cutting tool
technology, Exactaform recognised quickly
the benefits that the Vollmer’s Vgrind could
bring, installing the UK’s first instance.
Exactaform director, and grandson of the
company founder, Jamie White says:
“Exactaform was founded in 1979 by John
Inglis, with the common start-up story of
one man taking out a £1,000 loan and
installing a single machine in a garage. The
company really evolved when we moved
from flat insert tools to rotary PCD tooling
in the early 2000s. We recognised an
opportunity and essentially gained the lead
in the composite machining sector. We
installed our first Vollmer machine in 2001
and we haven’t looked back since.”
The company has evolved beyond
recognition and the new factory is
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testament to this evolution. White
continues: “We maintain the ethos of a
family business with a fast response,
efficient and, above all, friendly approach to
business and consider profit as a resource
to aggressively invest in the business to
continually enhance customer experience
and service.”
Historically, Exactaform has put 95% of
its eggs in the aerospace basket. However,
as the benefits of advanced material
technology such as CFRP has filtered
through the manufacturing industry, its
customer base has shifted. Now, the
breakdown is 60% aerospace tooling with
the remaining 40% absorbed by the
automotive and F1 industries.

NEW CUTTER PROMPTS VGRIND
But it was an aerospace cutter production
requirement that prompted the firm’s
investment in the Vgrind 160. Exactaform
recently developed its latest line of cutting
tools, the Aero-Carb diamond-coated two
and four-flute end-mills for advanced
composite machining and also the Aero-Ti
line of end-mills for titanium and aerospace
alloy machining. Aiming to ramp up
production volumes, Exactaform wanted to
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improve its production efficiency; Vgrind
160 was the answer.
Explains White: “We wanted the Vgrind
for grinding pockets on small diameter
tools. The combination of the 16,000 rpm
high frequency spindle and the facility for
loading small grinding wheels instantly gave
us the ability to pocket grind tools in the
6 mm diameter range. This isn’t feasible
with typical grinding wheels in the 70 mm
diameter range and at slower spindle
speeds. The benefit was instant. We went
from eroding tool pockets in 45 minutes to
grinding them on the Vgrind in just two
minutes. This was an astounding leap
forward for our productivity levels,
especially in the face of higher production
quantities.
“We could see the Vgrind was a
paradigm shift in technology. As existing
Vollmer customers, we were struck by the
innovative new design, dual spindle
configuration, the rotating pallet system
and the extremely fast tool and wheel
changeovers. We wanted the machine for
its ability to complete tools in a single
set-up and the facility for processing small
pockets, but it has delivered so much
more.”
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A bank of Vollmer machines on the shopﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
Indeed, while Exactaform was fully aware
of the new innovations presented by the
Vgrind 160 prior to purchase, the company
couldn’t fully comprehend the benefits in
any quantifiable form until the machine was
on the shopfloor and running. It has
exceeded expectations in every department.
One new feature on the 5-axis Vgrind
160 that appealed to Exactaform is the
V-shaped seating pallet loading system.
This enables the company to load tools
from 6 to 16 mm diameter shanks (20 mm
pallets available) in two pallets that
accommodate up to 56 tools. The flexibility
means the operator can easily load a
complete variety of tool diameters and
geometry designations, and the Vgrind will
process all tools in a single set-up. On
alternative machines without this V-shaped
pallet seating, the operators would have to
process batches of tools with the same
shank diameter and then undertake a pallet
changeover, taking 15 minutes for every
tool diameter change.
“As an example, the new pallet system
means we can process five-off 10 mm
diameter tools, 20-off 6 mm tools and 15off 16 mm shank tools in a single set-up.
This flexibility is a huge benefit for small
batch production with lights-out operation,”
underlines White.
Apart from this pallet-related benefit, the
machine’s vertical column with two grinding
stations means fewer wheel changes,
whilst the kinematics of the cam-driven
C-axis head with +15° to -200° rotation
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reduces the
distance from the
wheel to the tool –
something that
Exactaform confirms can
reduce cycle times by up to
10% on every tool.
“The flexibility of the two-spindle column
means we can flute and pocket our tools in
a single set-up. On our other grinding
centres, this would be two separate
operations taking over one hour with the
addition of changeover and set-up times.
Now, we can complete a tool on the Vgrind
160 in just 18 minutes in just one set-up.
This is a massive cycle time saving of 75%.
It also streamlines our workflow,” White
adds.

TWO SPINDLES OFFER MORE
Continuing to extol the two-spindle benefits,
he says: “The grinding wheel changeover is
now five seconds; on our other machines
the changeover time is over 30 seconds.
Depending upon tool complexity, there can
be anything from three to six grinding wheel
changes for each tool; we are shaving
minutes off our cycle times just with the
fast wheel changeover system. Add these
valuable minutes to the 75% saving from
single set-up production times and the 10%
saving from the kinematics of the grinding
head, and we are making unprecedented
savings.”
The Vgrind 160 also incorporates a high
pressure coolant system that delivers

coolant at 20 bar through adjustable
copper pipes. When directed at the wheel
and tool through a multitude of pipes,
a ‘break boundary layer’ between the tool
and the grinding wheel is created,
disrupting the thermodynamic process,
enabling better grinding. It also retains
wheel sharpness and enables the Vgrind to
perform grinding and fluting significantly
faster than its predecessors.
Exactaform has identified that
wheel life has been extended
by over 35%, when
compared to alternative
machines.
“It’s not just the
extended wheel life that
is giving us a
quantifiable return,”
the company director
continues. “The Vgrind
160 has a Renishaw LP2
probing system that measures
the wheel and the loader to make
sure there is no drift. This is
automatically done in 20 seconds.
Previously, we had to physically remove
wheels and measure them, something that
takes three to four minutes a couple of
times a day.”
Of the Numroto software suite
incorporated into the Vgrind 160 he says:
“Our operators have vast experience with
all software formats and they categorically
confirm the Numroto is the best grinding
software they have ever used. It’s flexible,
provides fast calculations and simulates
tools in seconds; software crashes are
eliminated and the operators can program
the machine whilst it is running an existing
batch of tools. It offers features such as
spindle load settings, 3D crash protection,
2D and 3D simulations, and a profiling
editor that far exceeds anything else for
ease of use. Our shopfloor confirms that
programming times are at least 30% faster
with the Vgrind.
“Overall, the Vgrind 160 has been an
astute investment. The productivity savings,
the consumable savings, the set-up and
changeover reductions and the reduced
programming times are all on a scale that
are making a massive difference to our
business. Vollmer has certainly set the bar
high with the Vgrind,” concludes White. ■
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CAM passes
screen test
Steed Webzell examines the impact of the latest CADCAM software
suits at three leading toolmaking firms across Europe, discovering
commonality in benefits

A

lpha Precision, based at Tubbercurry,
County Sligo, operates an almost
full suite of VISI modules from Vero
Software (https://is.gd/ulecip), and director
Brendan Feely explains the reason why:
“A few years ago, Ireland experienced an
exodus of toolmaking contracts overseas,
particularly to China. At the same time,
VISI CADCAM software for the mould and
die industry was rapidly developing and
adding new features. Even companies that
weren’t computer literate were investing in
the technology to survive. The software had
a huge effect on the toolmaking industry,
giving us a competitive advantage to weather
the storm.”
Operating with 12 employees, the
company produces an average of around
40 tools a year, ranging in size from 100 by
100 mm, up to 600 by 1,000 mm, mainly
for the automotive, medical, packaging and

electronics sectors. Among the company’s
current projects is a contract for two-shot
plastic injection tools that involve an overmould. “Although two-shot production adds
another element by involving a second
material and process, VISI keeps it simple
and efficient,” says Feely.
Having invested in numerous VISI
modules, the software is used at every
stage of Alpha Precision’s process,
beginning with providing an accurate
quotation for the customer. “We use VISI’s
analytical tools to check the drafts and all
the different features we’ll need to build into
the mould, such as the core and side
pieces,” he explains. “When the order’s
been placed, we work closely with our
customer’s moulders on the design concept,
including flow analysis and tool layout. Once
the 2D design is broken down and we have
the tooling in full 3D, we really begin to see

Brendan Feely, director at
Alpha Precision, is an advocate
of VISI software

the power of VISI, which controls everything
from design, through to milling and wiring in
one environment.”
Combining VISI’s ‘Compass’ technology
with its 2D and 3D milling capability, all
machining for hard prepping and high speed
finishing is handled quickly and accurately.
“We make a lot of one-off components for
each mould, meaning we only run a program
once,” Feely adds. “As pattern cutters, we
need to be very good at generating CNC
code, time after time, and VISI is exceptional

Software cuts bending time by 50%
When laser profiling and fabrication subcontractor SSC Laser
Cutting wanted to enhance its CADCAM capabilities for press
brake operations, the company turned to Production Designer CAD
and VPSS 3i BEND software from Amada (https://is.gd/ososuh),
subsequently reducing press braking cycle times by up to 50%.
Although using an array of Amada press brakes, until recently
SSC had been restricted by the use of basic CADCAM software.
“To be honest, our software capability for press brakes was
slow and not enough information would reach the operator, which
in turn would lead to occasionally incorrect developments,” admits
SSC’s production manager Julian Till. “In addition, time studies
told us that we were spending longer setting up the machines
than actually bending parts. With this in mind, offline programming
and planning ahead were the clear next steps for our business.”
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Amada’s Production Designer software allows users to import
2D orthographic drawings and 3D solid models from various 2D
and 3D packages. The software will then create an ‘unfold’
drawing from selecting the internal radius required or the chosen
vee for that thickness. Assemblies can also be opened and each
part can be unfolded, making it suitable for reverse engineering
projects.
VPSS 3i BEND is able to quickly turn 3D CAD designs into fully
formed components. The software creates the bending sequence
in manual or automatic mode, giving the user different options to
best determine the tools and machine configuration.
“The amount of time saved varies, as no two projects are the
same. However, with the use of the new software, production
cycles can be reduced by up to 50%,” Till concludes.
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at doing that job for us.”
Of course, global competition in the tool
and mould making industry, shrinking batch
sizes and the progress made in
manufacturing technologies, can quickly
shift the bottleneck of a process chain from
manufacturing to NC programming. This was
evident at the toolmaking department of
Phoenix Contact in Blomberg, Germany.
However, supported by hyperMILL CAM
software from Open Mind Technologies
(https://is.gd/hajegi), the company’s CAMbased NC programming now runs fully
automatically for long periods.
Phoenix Contact is a manufacturer of
systems and components for the electrical
engineering and automation sectors.
In recent years, the company has been
upgrading its in-house toolmaking
department, doing so line with Industry 4.0
thinking. A new control concept and revised
manufacturing logistics has enabled the
company to lay the necessary foundations,
as Dr Sven Holsten, director of ‘Tool Shop
Plastics’ at Phoenix Contact explains:
“Today, we control our toolmaking
department via a shopfloor management
system, along with a daily Gemba walk
[personal observation] and a FIFO (first-in,
first-out) method. As a result, we’ve been
able to reduce waiting times and shorten
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the processing time for tools by an average
of 50%.”
The introduction of automated production
processes was equally important. The
toolmakers use flexible, mixed process
manufacturing cells that cater for milling,
die-sink EDM, measuring and washing
operations. “Automation was also essential
in the area of job preparation,” says
Holsten. “By carrying out process analyses
in CAM programming, it was possible to
identify a series of processes where staff
were tied to time-consuming routine tasks.
This offered some starting points for a
process of automation that considerably
shortened the time required for programming
and made it possible to partly relocate this
function to an unmanned night shift.”
At this time, it was fitting that Open Mind
was upgrading the automation options
offered in its hyperCAD-S and hyperMILL
software solutions, making it easy to store
complete and flexible CAM programming
scenarios, so they can be reused and run on
an event-driven basis. The long-standing
CADCAM partner of the Phoenix Contact
toolmaking department therefore played a
substantial part in the decision to tackle the
issue of automation in job preparation.
At the beginning of 2017, these
measures started yielding measurable
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successes. About half of all orders in
electrode manufacturing are fully
programmed in an automated batch run.
For the rest, the programmer must still
intervene manually to varying degrees. Those
responsible for toolmaking are expecting to
see similar benefits in the programming of
moulds, dies and cavities – areas in which
further automation steps are being driven
forward.
Adds Holsten: “It’s interesting that other
CAM software suppliers have caught up over
the past few years, in terms of the range of
cycles they offer. However, during this time

Automated programming of graphite
electrodes with hyperMILL at Phoenix
Contact
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hyperMILL has taken an immense step
forward to the next level – the level of
automated programming. This has helped us
lay the foundations for automation in job
preparation.”
Even automotive OEMs are getting in on
the act. By way of example, Vero Software
has developed a new WorkNC high feed rate
strategy together with the machining
specialists at Audi Toolmaking. The
outcome: Audi has reduced processing
times in various pre-finishing press tools by
up to 30%, while tool service life has tripled,
the auto expert reveals.
Responsibility for optimising the
toolmaking, in terms of CADCAM technology
at the Ingolstadt, Germany plant of Audi AG,
is Markus Brunner. He is primarily occupied
with increasing processing quality and
throughput times through the use of modern,
CAM-programmed machining technologies,
thus reducing processing costs. His partner
in programming software is Vero Software,
with its WorkNC CAM system, which Audi
Toolmaking has been using for many years
now, he reports.
“We continuously use WorkNC, from 3and 3+2-axis, to 5-axis simultaneous milling,
and increasingly 2.5D processing as well,”
he explains.

WorkNC is used to program
machines at Audi Toolmaking

Vero says it is constantly refining WorkNC
software in order to make milling work even
more efficient. For instance, the current
release includes a new high feed strategy
that was proposed by the toolmakers at Audi
and created in a co-operative effort.
Before Vero presented its new WorkNC
solution, Audi Toolmaking found that CAM
systems were not able to sufficiently
reproduce the new high feed geometries
utilised by the latest cutting tools, which led
to an undefined allowance left on the
component surface. This, in turn, impaired
processing reliability in the downstream

finishing process.
Today however, the new high feed
strategy in WorkNC factors in deviations in
milling tool geometries, thus preventing such
undefined allowances from appearing on the
workpiece. Brunner is enthusiastic about the
result of this development: “This new
strategy enables us to use milling tools of
any contour, even ones that deviate from
regular geometry, such as a sphere or torus.
Moreover, by using WorkNC’s high feed
strategy and the tools to match, we have
reduced processing time in pre-finishing
work by up to 30%.” ■

Latest CADCAM product news
■ CNC Software Inc, developer of Mastercam, which is available in
the UK from 4D Engineering, has collaborated with tooling
specialist Widia to provide a solution that enables CAM users to
import tool assemblies from Widia Novo directly into Mastercam
2018, validate them and save them in their Mastercam file and/or
tool library. Among the principal features is automated filtering,
which ensures that selected holders and tools can work together
for the particular job. https://is.gd/isinaw
■ CGTech is now shipping version 8.1.2 of its Vericut CNC
machine simulation and optimisation software. Some of the major
enhancements concern optimisation. For instance, users can now
optimise more complex NC programs, including looping, branching,
‘IF/THEN’ and ‘DO-WHILE’ code, whilst still retaining all decisionmaking logic. Optimised NC programs and subroutines are ready
to run with no edits by the user. https://is.gd/epimuj
■ Sandvik Coromant has extended the functionality of
its InvoMilling software. The latest version of this CADCAM
solution for NC programming offers even more possibilities when
manufacturing gears, including straight bevel and herringbone
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types, on universal 5-axis machining centres. After entering the
required gear data, Sandvik Coromant says that the software
defines the optimum machining strategies and generates a CNC
program which allows the production of different gear profiles
using just a few standard tools. https://is.gd/ulatil
■ LVD Pullmax has released a new version of its CADMAN
programming and shop management software. The V8.5 release
includes enhancements for every CADMAN module, such as an
improved dashboard for more intuitive use, and extends the
software’s integration capabilities to include the next generation
of LVD’s Touch-P punch-press control, as well as non-LVD cutting
and punching equipment. https://is.gd/etozus
■ NCG CAM Solutions (https://is.gd/egixor) has released the
latest version (V16.0) of its NCG CAM software. This major release
includes a number of new features, including: selected surface
machining for waterline passes; combined passes for waterline
and constant step-over; tangential extension for raster passes;
5-axis flank machining; and many user interface functions and
enhancements.
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Investment injection
Steed Webzell reveals how buying the right machine can solve real
problems when it comes to producing medical sector components

E

ven after extending the day shift,
Mildenhall-based subcontractor CTPE
was still having difficulty producing
aluminium covers for a medical housing in
two operations quickly enough on an ageing,
40-taper, 3-axis machining centre, after the
customer raised the call-off rate to 100 per
week. However, an alternative production
route proposed by Whitehouse Machine
Tools (https://is.gd/unuvuh), based on the
supply of a Japanese-built 30-taper
machining centre from Brother, also a 3-axis
model, promised a halving of the cycle time
and consequent elimination of the problem.
A Brother S700X1 was duly installed in
August 2016. Whitehouse edited the existing
program and, although it is still a twooperation job, the cycle time was reduced by
50%, to one hour. The saving is principally a
consequence of four-times faster tool change
at 1.4 seconds, a 16,000 rpm spindle with
through-coolant rather than the 6,000 rpm of
the previous machine, four-times faster
acceleration at 2 G to linear rapids of
50 m/min instead of 18 m/min, and the fact
that the program runs so much faster in the
latest Brother CNC C00 control.
Since the machine was installed, CTPE
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has gone a step further by optimising the
program to machine six parts on the table,
using 14 tools. The effect has been to
reduce the cycle time per part further to just
30% of the original.
In another example that demonstrates
the magnitude of the savings obtained, an
aluminium flow housing that was previously
produced in three operations on a 3-axis
machine in 15 minutes is today produced in
an Op1/Op2 cycle on the S700X1 in six
minutes, representing a 60% time reduction.
Alex Taylor, who runs the subcontracting
firm with his father Chris, says: “It was our
first machine from Brother, and our first 30taper capacity machine. We were impressed
with the quality, compact footprint and
speed of the machine when we saw it at the
showroom of Whitehouse Machine Tools,
and comments about Brother both online
and by word-of-mouth were complimentary.
“After the S700X1 arrived, we were able
to get one to two weeks ahead on the
medical cover job, whereas before we were
always struggling to keep up with the current
week’s production,” he adds.
Such was the success of the project that,
when a second multinational company in the

medical sector, a long-standing CTPE
customer asked for a family of 6061
aluminium parts to be produced, Chris and
Alex Taylor had no hesitation returning to
Whitehouse for an identical S700X1, this
time fitted with a 2-axis table from Nikken
(https://is.gd/asiceg).
Six components are required, half of
which are suited to 3-axis metalcutting while
the others benefit from 5-face machining in
two operations using 3+2-axis cycles, as
otherwise they would need eight set-ups on
a 3-axis machine.
“We like the 3-axis Brother and 2-axis
Nikken combination as we are able to mount
the compound table on one side, leaving the
rest of the machine table free for fixturing a
second component in a vice for 3-axis
machining,” says Taylor. “In this way, we
can get two-operation components off
complete each time we open the doors.”
He adds that, in a similar price bracket,
the company looked at a number of 40taper, 5-axis replacements for CTPE’s old
machining centre, but they could not
compete with the speed of the 30-taper
machine. The smallest cycle time saving
achieved to date by swapping an existing job
on to an S700X1 is 40%. The company has
also won additional 5-axis work as a result
of having the capacity on the shopfloor, and
some of these jobs have already repeated.
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Riverside invested nearly £100,000 in
developing a turnkey solution for its ETGsupplied Quaser vertical machining centre

The Brother machines are especially
appropriate for CTPE, which processes a lot
of aluminium. One of the new medical parts
is quite large for a 30-taper machine at 180
by 50 by 50 mm, but the Brothers cope with
it well, despite more than three-quarters of
the billet’s material being removed. Accuracy
is ±5 micron positional tolerance, better
than is possible on many 40-taper
machines, says the company. Chris Taylor
points out that CTPE also produces
components in steels, including stainless,
on the S700X1s, although a 30-taper
machine would not be appropriate, if doing
that all day.
On a final note, Alex Taylor says: “Before
we bought the Brother machines, other
users had commented on their reliability.
Tooling suppliers, who tend to keep their ear
to the ground, reported similarly. Certainly,
we have not had any downtime on either
S700X1 since they were installed.”
The story of success is similar at Derbybased Riverside Medical Packaging, which
has tapped into the capabilities of
Engineering Technology Group (https://is.gd/
matecu) for a Quaser MV 184 PH to help it
support a ramp-up in volumes and ensure
that its machining shop can meet growing
demand from customers in the UK, EU, India
and Israel.
Riverside, a healthcare packaging
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specialist, is targeting up to 40 additional
jobs and looking to more than quadruple
sales of its ‘shawpak’ thermoforming
machinery as the medical sector strives for
more cost-effective packaging solutions.
The company has invested nearly £100,000
in developing a turnkey solution for the
Quaser vertical machining centre, which
utilises novel spindle technology, the latest
Heidenhain (https://is.gd/doquha) controls,
a newly developed grease replenishing
system and two touch-probe measuring
systems from Blum-Novotest (https://is.gd/
hevaja).

PARTS VARIETY CAPABILITY
“As part of the expansion, we needed a
vertical machining centre that offered us
speed, accuracy and the ability to easily set
and manufacture a variety of parts for use in
our ‘shawpak’ machines,” states works and
engineering director Alan Wade. “After much
consideration and searching the sector for
the best option, we decided on the Quaser
MV 184 PH.”
ETG has worked with Riverside for over
five years, supplying a range of different
machine tool solutions. “We already had a
Quaser and that has been fantastic, so why
change,” Wade exclaims. “The Quaser MV
184 PH combines a 12,000 rpm spindle
with in-machine touch-probe technology,
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providing us with both speed and control.
“It took just six weeks to get the machine
into our Derby facility, signed off and
producing various parts in volumes ranging
from 2,000 to more than 35,000 per
annum,” he continues. “The MV 184 PH
comes with a bigger memory, the latest
Heidenhain controls and a grease
replenishing system that makes lights-out
manufacturing relatively easy.”
While machine tools can clearly overcome
issues such as long cycle times and
restricted capacity, they can also help
companies to diversify, as Bill Cox, owner of
Cox Manufacturing in San Antonio, USA,
discovered, after taking over the business
from his father.
Cox Manufacturing specialises in custom
screw machine products and CNC turning.
The company’s customer-centric legacy
began in 1956, when Cox’s father, William T
Cox Sr, founded the company and started
making bobbins for early computer memory
systems. However, William’s sudden death
in 1968 prompted his son Bill to commence
a journey that would continue his father’s
proud legacy, albeit with the admission that
a few things had to change.
“I realised early on that the diversity of
our customer base was limited,” he says.
“Around 80% of our business was with the
electronics industry. We were highly
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Cox Manufacturing sings the praises of
this Tornos SwissNano

dependent on five customers buying the
same product from us. We needed to learn
how to make other parts.”
When he joined the business, Cox
Manufacturing was using Bechler and Index

machines, as well as some Swiss-type
machines and Index single-spindle cam
machines, but Cox soon began investing
heavily in the company’s future, and today
has 33 Deco machines from Tornos

(https://is.gd/ocazoz), including Deco 10,
Deco 13 and Deco 20 models.
“The tooling and basic machine
strategies are similar [to the machines were
were already using], so the wealth of
knowledge we had accumulated with the
competitor machines was transferrable,”
says Cox. “We found that the higher
precision Tornos machines were more cost
effective in the long run, despite the higher
capital investment, because they were more
efficient.”
More recently, Cox bought a Tornos
SwissNano, which is turning out to be a
perfect fit for his business.
“The beauty of the SwissNano is the
access and ergonomics,” he explains. “This
makes it so much easier to work with fine,
small parts. A good example is a precision
brass medical part with a ±10 micron
tolerance. The stability of the machine and
its ease of use make the SwissNano a lot
more efficient than other options. Previously,
we would have made this part with a Deco
10 and, before that, a Tornos MS-7 camdriven machine. The SwissNano is compact
and fits nicely into the same workshop
footprint as an MS-7; certainly an
investment that will serve the business well
for years to come.” ■

Medical examination
Littlehampton-based Meridian Medical Ltd specialises in sterile
and non-sterile medical device design, development and
manufacture. Products are inspected to ensure quality and
compliance to national and international standards. The
company’s QA department, which remains completely
independent of its production and design departments, sets
standard QA/QC procedures relating to all company activities,
including purchasing, production, assembly, packing and
shipment. Meridian Medical’s highly developed quality culture
can be illustrated by the recent purchase of an Axiom Too CMM
from Aberlink (https://is.gd/tunoqu).
Managing director James Fenton says: “Now fully
operational, not only has our Aberlink CMM removed the
potential for hold-ups in our QA department, but the machine’s
CNC nature and its ability to perform rapid, automated
inspection routines, means that it will be able to handle all
anticipated future demands.”
Meridian Medical supplies disposable medical devices,
together with comprehensive sterilisation services and logistics.
The company is registered to ISO9001, ISO13485 and FDA
21CFR 820, which ensure that quality and reliability are
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designed and built into every device produced.
Although Meridian has a range of specialised test and
measurement equipment, increased volumes passing through
its busy QA department prompted the company to search for a
suitably accurate, universal dimensional measuring device that
offered both ease of use and speed of operation.
“Our Axiom Too is now busy measuring first-off and last-off
medical device components, along with undertaking work such
as inspecting a given percentage of each manufactured batch,
as dictated by our customers,” he continues. “As traceability is
vital within the medical industry, it helps that the CMM is able
to generate detailed reports relating to the critical dimensions
of each inspected component.
“The majority of the components that we measure are
relatively small, so we now intend to invest in fixtures that will
accept large batches of components that require 100%
inspection. In future, having loaded a fixture with parts and
recalled the relevant program, the press of a button will then
start a fully automated, unmanned measuring routine. Upon the
completion of each batch, the generated inspection reports will
indicate the status of each inspected component.”
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The
bigger
picture
Steed Webzell reviews the cases of three very
different kinds of heavy duty machining operations,
and the types of machine tools needed to hit productivity
and quality requirements

R

epeat customers are important,
they can even inspire machine tool
developments. A recent case in point
took place at Germany-based Concad GmbH,
a special jobbing shop that manufactures its
own tools. The company, which already owns
Droop+Rein FOGS M30 and TF machining
centres from Starrag (https://is.gd/igenit),
has long been on the lookout for a machine
capable of processing large, heavy tools in a
clamping device,
to high levels of precision.
The machine had to be suitable for
exterior body parts used in vehicle body
construction, and for machine components.
Managing director Klaus Schwab explains:
“Frustrated by many test runs, I told Starrag
what I was looking for, since it seemed that
none of the standard machine concepts met
my needs.”
Usually, the long
Droop+Rein TF portal
machine with
movable table would
be suitable.

Germany-based
Concad effectively
helped to develop
Starrag’s Droop+Rein
FOGS HD gantry machine

The problem with this, though, is the large
space requirement; it is not as easy as a
gantry machine to integrate into existing
operations; night shifts having few staff,
for example.
Pondering the situation, Schwab asked
Starrag: “Why don’t we simply combine the
two machine types that are already
established on the market, the FOGS and
TF, into a single machine concept by
locating the modules of the portal machine
in the top position on the foundation?”

NEW MODEL CREATED
His request was no sooner said than done:
a short time later, the Droop+Rein FOGS HD
(heavy duty) was created, a gantry machine
(3,000 to 31,000 mm X-axis; 3,000 to
6,000 mm Y-axis; 1,500 to 2,500 mm
Z-axis) with fast axes and high torque
(2,400 to 7,500 Nm). The operating speed
is not the only advantage, although it can
finish parts around 20-30% faster and more
economically than a portal machine, says
Starrag.
“I agree with Starrag that portal
machines are now no longer needed for
toolmaking,” says Schwab. “Aside from the
possibility of unmanned production, the HD
Large composite components for the Airbus
A350 family of wide body jetliners are
being machined on a pair of German-built
Zimmermann FZ33 portal machining centres
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also offers the option of runtime-parallel setups in the machine.”
Concad duly ordered two Droop+Rein
FOGS machines, for which it is building an
air-conditioned production hall. This facility
will also be home to yet another machine:
the newly developed Droop+Rein FOGS NEO
high speed machining centre, which features
a specially designed milling unit and a
modified C-axis. Commissioning of the two
FOGS machines is planned for summer
2019. From this point onwards, the
partnership with Starrag will move to the
next level, whereby Concad will demonstrate
to interested parties how the FOGS NEO and
HD work in practice.
Of course, heavy engineering projects do
not necessarily concern weighty or even
metallic parts; most of the large, awkward
composite components required by modern
aircraft, due to their sheer size, constitute
some of the most challenging machining
operations in industry.
For example, Geo Kingsbury (https://
is.gd/delowe) reports that large composite
components for the Airbus A350 family of
wide body jetliners are being machined on a
pair of German-built Zimmermann FZ33
portal machining centres at a specialist
subcontractor in England. Each machine has
a working envelope of 16 by 3 by 1.5 m and
an installed weight of 168 tonnes.
The carbon fibre epoxy matrix parts are
some of the largest composite components
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in the world – up to 12 m long, 25 mm thick
and weighing as much as 200 kg. Geo
Kingsbury says that 5-axis machining cycles,
involving edge trimming, face milling and
drilling, take up to 16 hours across two
operations.
Each cycle includes a significant amount
of on-machine probing, first of the vacuum
fixture position and then of the secured
component during set-up, followed by postmachining inspection. Dimensional accuracy
over a full 12 m span is within ±0.2 mm.
All parts go for ultrasonic inspection before
being shipped to Airbus, Broughton.
The Zimmermann FZ33s are fitted with a
Weiss 45 kW, 25,000 rpm, HSK-A63 spindle
mounted in a slimline head that provides
220° of A-axis rotation, as well as a direct
drive rotary C-axis. X/Y/Z travels are
actuated via rack and pinion drives, with twin
motors in X. Linear scales are employed for
accurate positional feedback to the Siemens
control, while a pair of video cameras has
been fitted to allow the operator to monitor
the working area.

PROCESS TRANSFORMATION
Large turned parts, too, are demanding
investment in a specific kind of machine
tool. With this in mind, Heller (https://is.gd/
inuxim) reports that the installation of two of
its 5-axis machining centres, one with
turning capability, has transformed the
efficiency and repeatability with which
marine components are machined at an
offshore equipment manufacturer and
refurbishment centre in the UK.
Four alternative proposals from different
suppliers were considered before opting for
the Heller solution. One possibility was to
install a 5-axis machine fitted with a rotary
table on a swivelling trunnion. The problem
with this type of machine is that the Z-axis
stroke is too limited to allow the drilling of
deep holes in the top of the casting, unless
an unduly large and costly machine had
been purchased. Heller FP/CT 4000
machines offer machining capacity with up
to 1,000 mm in the Z-axis.
Previously, the process for machining
cast steel components was labour intensive,
involving highly skilled machinists setting up
each part 16 times on manual mills, drilling
machines and lathes. Lead time from
customer order to delivery was 24 weeks,
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partly because machining took a 40-hour
man-week, typically spread over a month.
Today, the whole process has been
reduced from 24 to just six weeks, as the
parts can now be milled and drilled in one
hit on both Heller 5-axis machining centres,
and also turned in the case of the second
machine. Within the family of six sizes of
component, one variant, for example, now
takes just nine hours to mill and drill, and
requires a further one hour for turning
operations.
Investment in the Heller machines was
triggered by the manufacturer’s need for
more process control over component
production, as volumes were rising and there
was increasing requirement for better
consistency. The first Heller 5-axis machine
immediately provided the necessary
repeatability, as well as reducing lead-times
and eliminating freehand fettling undertaken
using angle grinders.
Heller’s FP 4000, completes all prismatic
metalcutting on the casting in 3+2-axis
mode. Turning is performed on a separate
lathe. The second Heller machine is a CT
4000 model with an integrated 1,000 rpm
turning table, so all operations are carried
out in one clamping.
Similar benefits are achieved when
machining another key component, this time
a part that is made from stainless steel.
Each part is milled and drilled to within
20 micron dimensional tolerance in a
15 minute cycle on the Heller 5-axis
machining centres. It took much longer to
machine them manually and there was a

These Heller FP 4000 and CT 4000
machines paid for themselves within two
and a half years of installation
considerable amount of hand-grinding
involved to ensure an accurate fit. Now, two
sets of eight parts can be taken at random
after machining; assembly staff know they
will fit together perfectly.
Another advantage of using Heller 5-axis
machining centres is the ability to deploy the
manufacturer’s CADCAM systems to
redesign existing products to reduce their
weight. The customer knows that complex
features, which may be introduced when
altering the design of a product, will be
machinable on the Heller FP 4000 and CT
4000, whereas manual machine tools would
not be sufficiently capable. On the basis of
virtually 24-hour working, both machines
paid for themselves within two and a half
years of installation. ■

Soraluce set for XXL series Open House
For those tasked with the milling, boring and turning of large components, Soraluce will
stage its XXL series Open House on 6-9 March in Bergara, Spain. The company, which
is part of the Danobat Group of companies, will also be showcasing multi-tasking
technology applied to heavy duty components, whereby a single machine offers multiple
cutting processes, including turning, milling, boring, drilling and tapping. Soraluce
facilitates a range of multi-tasking capabilities through its design of turning heads and
mill-turn tables.
The company says it has pioneered many of the technologies that drive the machine
tool sector today, such as patented DAS (Dynamics Active Stabiliser), modular quill and
ram balance systems. At the Open House, Soraluce will stage a series of live
demonstrations involving heavy duty milling and boring. Soraluce machines are
available in the UK via TW Ward CNC Machinery (https://is.gd/etifob).
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EDM WIRE EROSION IN DEMAND

UK specialists in general
subcontracting, gear making and
press tool manufacture show how
wire-cut EDM has widespread
appeal, as Steed Webzell reports

F

oremost Specialist Products, a Derbybased subcontract manufacturer of
precision engineered components, is
typical of a growing number of UK machine
shops in that it has invested in CNC wire-cut
erosion technology; in this case a Sodick
ALC600G from Sodi-Tech EDM (https://is.gd/
umisig). Acquired to help the company take
on the “complex and awkward parts that no
else wants to tackle”, among the jobs being
successfully accommodated by the machine
are stainless steel tubular stem guides for
power generator turbines.
“We won a contract for an awkward, tricky
part and our existing EDM couldn’t offer
4-axis cutting – and didn’t have enough
memory to take on the job anyway,” explains
the company’s engineering director Joe
Walker. “This contract meant we would be
tasked with producing a number of crossholes in the stainless steel stem guides that
are angled in two planes and must be held
to extremely tight tolerances.”
Although Foremost had never owned a
Sodick EDM before, when Walker reviewed
the marketplace for a suitable machine
capable of processing the stem guides, and
other complex parts, he was drawn to SodiTech EDM.

FEEL-GOOD EXPERIENCE
“I really liked the feel of the Sodick
ALC600G – such were its capabilities that it
felt like we’d be moving from a small
hatchback to a supercar,” he says. “Since
its installation, we have found that the
machine offers so many benefits – it’s
making particularly easy work of the stem
guides. Some of the guides have six or eight
cross-holes, although one of the latest has
28, typically measuring from 1.3 to 3.0 mm
in diameter. The Sodick ALC600G gives us
peace of mind that the work will be
completed efficiently and accurately, every
time. Moreover, I would say that the Sodick
is up to 50% quicker on many jobs than the
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Foremost says that, on many jobs,
the Sodick is up to 50% quicker
than the machine it replaced

Wired together
machine it replaced.”
Elsewhere, a very different manufacturing
company is also leveraging the benefits of
the wire-cut EDM process. Aldershot-based
FT Gearing supplies the global defence and
aerospace sectors with gears, miniature
gearboxes and safety-critical components for
wing surface actuators, engine controls,
instrumentation and fuel pumps. Many years
ago, the manufacturer tried broaching the
bore profiles in steel worm shafts to
transmit the drive to thrust reversers, but
the length-to-diameter ratios were too high
and the tools frequently broke.
As a consequence, the company began
outsourcing the work to a wire-cut EDM
subcontractor in the Midlands. The service
was expensive, partly because the firm
needed Nadcap approval, which is a
requirement of primes such as Boeing and
Airbus, as well as tier-one aerospace
companies, all of which FT Gearing supplies.
Today, the situation has been turned on
its head, following the arrival over an
18-month period of three Makino wire EDM
machines at an FT Gearing satellite facility
close to the company’s main plant. The
machines were supplied by NCMT (https://
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is.gd/afecor), UK agent for the Japanese
machine builder. Within six months of the
first arriving, the gear specialist had gained
Nadcap approval, while the latest EDM
machine installed mid-2017 provides
capacity for internal development projects
and a subcontract wire EDM service.
Managing director Graham Fitzgerald, who
started the business with his father Des in
1978, says: “We chose U3 wire eroders
from Makino after we employed a skilled
EDM machinist who has a lot of experience
operating machines of the same make and
rates them highly. He says that ISO
programming on the FANUC-based control is
far easier than on some other EDM
machines that employ two languages; the
macros are simpler to create and operations
like rotation and mirror imaging are
straightforward.”
Finally, showing the spread of wire EDM’s
appeal, Redditch-based Vulco Spring &
Presswork, which manufactures electrical
installations, brackets, clips, clamps,
flanges and wire formed parts, has invested
in a Robocut C400iB EDM machine from
FANUC (https://is.gd/xavixi) to help produce
press tooling for its multi-forming machines
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The most recent Makino U3 to be delivered at FT
Gearing, showing the twin-screen control

and 20-70 tonne power presses.
“We have older EDM machines on-site
but we’ve been struggling to locate spare
parts,” states production engineer Joseph
Draper. “Reviewing the market for a suitable
EDM, the high speed automatic wire feed on

the FANUC Robocut C400iB was one of the
main reasons we bought the machine. The
system will automatically feed wire through a
start hole before the CNC program begins to
cut the job. Afterwards, this automatic
feature will cut the wire, move to the next

datum point and commence processing the
next feature or hole. The machine will
automatically continue to process hole after
hole, or shape after shape.
“Previously, we had to manually feed the
wire at the start point, start the machine
and, upon completion, cut the wire and
move the workpiece or wire to the next
point,” he continues. “What this gives us is
the ability to leave the EDM working for
significantly longer periods without
intervention. Furthermore, we can leave the
machine to run through the night unmanned
and arrive in the morning to finished parts.”
For a manufacturer who are less familiar
with the opportunity for unmanned operation
or lights-out production, the FANUC Robocut
C400iB supports reliable operation via its
automatic wire repair system feature.
Commenting on this function, Draper
concludes: “The repair system will pull the
broken wire that is unsuitable to reuse into a
bin, re-feed new wire and restart the
production process. This is all completely
automatic and requires no operator
intervention.” ■

Cutter grinding solutions with electric beneﬁﬁﬁﬁ
Ostrach, Germany-based family business Neher, which develops
special tools for the international manufacturing industry, recently
opted to invest in a VPulse 500 wire erosion machine from
Vollmer (https://is.gd/mifaho), which allows the company to
manufacture its PCD-tipped tools with a high surface finish.
“We manufacture customised diamond tools, which generally
have complex geometries, particularly when it comes to
combination tools such as milling cutters and reamers,”
states managing director Gerd Neher. “For this we rely on erosion
technology from Vollmer and recently decided to purchase the
fully automated VPulse 500.”
Neher uses wire erosion for processing its PCD cutting edges.
The process is suitable for tools such as contour cutters or
stepped reamers that have complex geometries. With the Vollmer
VPulse 500 wire erosion machine, even the tiniest inner radii can
be machined precisely. Typically, special tools require machining
times that range from 30 minutes for simple reamers up to 20
hours for complex combination tools.
“Thanks to the fully automated VPulse 500 we can work in
single shift operation and still manufacture around the clock, and
over the weekend,” states Anton Juric, application engineer at
Neher. “For this, we use the external tool memory of the wire
erosion machine, where we can store a total of 16 different
tools.”
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In a newly unveiled development for tool and cutter grinding
shops, ANCA (https://is.gd/apexon) has made available its
LaserPlus system on the company’s EDGe machine, which is
used to erode PCD cutting tools.
“The LaserPlus technology on our EDGe machine will help
customers achieve much better accuracy and reduce waste,”
says ANCA product manager Duncan Thomson. “It ensures all
tools in a batch stay within target tolerances, regardless of
external influences such as wheel [electrode] wear or machine
growth due to thermal variation. The result is improved tool
consistency, quality and reduced scrap tools.”
ANCA’s EDGe machine includes its proprietary eSpark
generator for optimal PCD erosion results. This means that on the
one-wheel spindle, two wheel packs support both erosion and
grinding operations.
First introduced on its tool grinders, the LaserPlus system
allows newly ground tools to be automatically measured on the
machine using a non-contact Blum laser system. Then, if
required, compensation is automatically applied to subsequent
tools in the batch.
“For customers manufacturing PCD cutting tools, the laser
technology provides real value, due to the unique challenges
involved with the process of electro-discharge grinding [EDG],”
says Thomson.
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CNC Training/Programming

CNC SOLUTIONS UK

Boring

Cleaning & Degreasing

Engineering you can rely on

Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
CNC Machining • Planer/Milling • Turning • General Machining
• Fitting • Assembly Work • Horizontal and Vertical Boring

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for almost 30 years

CNC Machining/Services

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com

4 CNC Programming for all machines
4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep
• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling
Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

T BT
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk
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EDM
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Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

EDM SALES & SERVICES

Measuring Equipment

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:

T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
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Machine Tools

Precision Cleaning

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

T: 01708 523 916

www.tphmachinetools.co.uk

Spindle Repair

• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

machines@tphmachinetools.co.uk
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• Tooling
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• CADCAM & production IT
• Medical Heavy engineering
• Aerospace
• MACH third preview
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Surface Treatment

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm

Room Temperature

BLACKING
So simple to do in-house

BLACKFAST
for the best BLACK ﬁnish

We make fast decisions and pay
the best price in Europe

• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

Wanted
Used heavy industrial welding
equipment & CNC plasma proﬁlers

• Ground Gears up to 400mm
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

Wanted Machine Tools

T: 020 8339 7370
E: sales@blackfast.com
www.blackfast.com

www.minigears.co.uk

Ring us today with your list of
surplus welding machinery
Tel 01162 983631
Email peter@westermans.com
www.westermans.com

Ultrasonic Cleaning
Express Laser Cutting
Water Jet Cutting
Metal Fabrication

01606 45405
cheshirelasercut.co.uk

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
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sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk
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Workholding

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difﬁcult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com
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Luddites may have their reasons; industry representation & support; advanced tech
on offer for SMEs; Beaver name survives; German machine tool industry consolidation;
Colchester & Harrison combined manufacturing operation’s anniversary
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project within SMEs in Yorkshire & Humberside. But the pain of
recent years is also reflected as we report that the Beaver machine
tool brand continues, following the demise of Norwich-based Beaver
Machine Tools, with the first turning centres produced by Halifaxbased Thompson Machine Tool Engineers. (Rights to Beaver
machining centres were acquired by Switzerland’s Mikron AG.)
Consolidation in the European heavy machine tool industry is also
encapsulated in Machinery’s news pages, via news of VTL specialist
Schiess of Germany, which is getting a new chairman ahead of a
rationalisation effort. It had snapped up a number of former East
German machine tool builders in recent years (Union, Gera) plus
Italian VTL maker Pensotti. Also in Germany, VTL/horizontal borer
maker Dorries Scharman has taken over H Wohlenberg, a maker of
large horizontal turning machines, and additionally claims a 51%
shareholding in Skoda (Czech Republic), a maker of large horizontal
machining centres.
Back in the UK, Nikken Kosakusho is celebrating rotary table
sales success, Kitagawa Europe’s Salisbury-based manufacture of
power chucks has doubled, punch press and laser profiler maker
Pullmax (today within LVD) is enjoying laser and punch press sales
success, while the now merged manufacturing operations of 600
Group lathe brands Colchester and Harrison are celebrating a year at
Heckmondwike as 600 Lathes. In UK software news, Delcam (now
owned by Autodesk, see p10) has launched ArtCAM, a novel
package that produces 3D reliefs from 2D artwork – replacing the
efforts of skilled engravers.
Feature articles this month take in: the benefits of CBN grinding;
sheet metal CADCAM and punch press tooling advances; a
workholding special report; a focus on the aerospace industry,
as the downturn is considered a danger to its long-term health;
a subcontracting supplement that variously looks at a company’s
move from declining defence market to other areas, the fast-tomarket requirements of BT’s new-generation telephones and waterjet
profiling tehnology benefits at one firm. ■
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iddle management, supervisors and administrators in
manufacturing are resistant to change, so an Ingersoll
Engineers study reveals. The findings result from
interviews with 200 responding directors. Are these
people luddites, or are they a useful brake on a headlong rush to
change by people more distant from reality, we ask? The report
makes no attempt to enquire why there is such resistance, so we
say that middle managers and others should be listened to and
engaged with, not dismissed as a problem so easily.
And in a further comment this month, we highlight that what
appeared to be positive movement in industrial representation via
the establishment of METCOM, the publication of a CBI National
Manufacturing Council report and the formation of the UK Industrial
Group, plus a more manufacturing-friendly government and a
Department for Trade & Industry (DTI) headed by Michael Heseltine,
(who had been welcomed as a friendly face) has yet to produce
much. The allowed further demise of the coal industry and lack of
support for commercial vehicle maker Leyland DAF had
dented Heseltine’s credibility, for example.
But we remain positive as the DTI reorganises,
Midland Bank (today subsumed within HSBC) speaks in
support of better small business support, Prime
Minister John Major speaks positively of
manufacturing and Nicholas Winterton MP
establishes the Manufacturing and Construction
Industries Alliance, a body set up to persuade
decision makers to accept the importance of
manufacturing in the formulation of public policy.
Manufacturing has had years of pain, now it is
time for gain, we say.
In news this month, signs of positive support
can be found: Huddersfield University has won
£96,000 under the DTI STRIDE programme to
implement advanced manufacturing technology
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